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CAMPUS I CRIME

Sexual assault reported on campus
By STEPHEN DI BENEDETTO
News Editor
An alleged sexual assault on campus was reported to the Universicy

Police Department Monday night,
said Universicy Police Chief Adam
Due.
"The incident may have t:aken
place in a residence hall on campus,"

Due said. He added the incident was
reported to have t:aken place Sacwday night or Sunday morning.
No charges have been filed in connecrion co the alleged sexual assault,

Due said. An incident report will
not be released ac this time because
the maner is under investigation, he
added. Due said a crime alert e-mail
was not sent ouc co the student body

CAMPUS I EVENT

because of the nacwe
stances of the incident.

~d

circum-

Stephen Di Benedetto can be reached
at 581-7942 or at sdibenedetto@eiu.edu.

UNIVERSITY I MEETING

Lawrence slams st~te .of Illinois' fiscal policies Renewable
energy
to be used

Former press secretary
to former Gov. Edgar
discusses state budget

Meeting to inform
community about
new steam plant

By DAVE HOLZRICHTER
Staff Reporter

Mike Lawrence, former press secrccary for Gov. Jim Edgar, spoke our
Tuesday night againsc the currenc
budget crisis Illinois is facing.
When Edgar left office, Illinois
had a positive balance in excess of
$1 billion dollars.
Now, due co poor fiscal discipline, the state is facing one of its
largest deficits in years.
"The state of the state is not at all
good," Lawrence said.
Lawrence said che scace is $2.5 billion over revenue, has borrowed bil~ons, ducked its public pension obligations and has used one-time revenues co fund on-going expenses.
Lawrence cops the list by revealing the state has delayed payments
ro health care and social service providers. This has forced many businesses co shuc their doors and lay off
employees, he said.
"The state of Illinois is a shameless
deadbeac," Lawrence said.
Lawrence said for Illinois to once
again be a healthy scare, the state leaders and residents all need co restore

By EMILY ZULZ
Administration Editor

KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Mike Lawrence, the former press secretary and senior policy adviser to Gov. Jim Edgar, speaks to students and
faculty in the Buzzard Auditorium on Tuesday. Lawrence focused on the current state of the economy in Illinois
during his speech and also mentioned the media's role of informing the public of government and politician
actions.

the fiscal discipline and fiscal sanicy
that Edgar's adminisuacion stood for.
The state of Illinois must do all this
without neglecting critical needs.
In addition co bringing criti-

cal fiscal concerns to the audiences'
anention, Lawrence also challenged
the media.
He said to make the people of Illinois more aware of all the things they

could do co hdp the state, it is not
enough to just quote the politicians
anymore.

»

SEE LAWRENCE, PAGE S

The new Renewable Energy
Center that will replace che current steam plane, built around
1925, will use wood to produce
synthetic natural gas.
Ryan Siegel, campus energy
and sustainabilicy coordinator,
said the byproduct of chis process will produce soluble fertili2er. He said the center would
have a natwal gas and propane
back up.
"This is an environmentally friendly and sustainable solution," Siegel said.
An informational meeting
will be held at 4:30 p.m. today
in Room 3080 of che Life Science Building to discuss the
energy audit and the Renewable
Energy Center.
The meeting is open for
everyone to attend.

»

SEE ENERGY, PAGE S
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Second forum show revised parking plans on campus Dunn will
•

Upperclassmen, faculty,
staff parking permits
to increase from $50
to $100 over four years

"One of the reasons
I didn't buy a parking
permit until (my senior
year) is because there
aren't enough spots:'

By JOE ASTROUSKI
Administration Reporter

Ten srudenrs, faculcy and staff
gathered Tuesday for the second
forum on proposed parking changes
co campus.
Those changes, which university president Bill Perry outlined in an
Oc1. 30 campus-wide e-mail, included increasing parking fees.
Parking perrnits for upperclassmen, faculcy and staff would increase
inacmentally from $50 to $100 over
ihc next four academic years.
"Thar's srill very cheap," said Kevin Staneart, a student who anended
die forum. "As a 17- or 18 year-old
in high school, you're going co pay
$100 a year."
The prices for underclassmen
parking will increase from $150 to
$200, while administration parking
~will rise from $125 to $250 over
die next four years.
Dustin Culp, a senior corporate

ERIN MATHENY ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

communications major, said those
increases are only fair if the universicy
adds more parking.
"One of the reasons I didn'r buy a
parking permit until (my senior year)
is because there aren't enough spocs,"
Culp said. "It's kind of hard for students to pay up the money if they're

not guaranteed a spor."
Bur finding room for more parking is difficult, said forum moderator
Patricia Poulter.
Poulrer said srate law forbids the
universicy from paying more than che
appraised value for any new property.
She said the universicy wanes to

By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor

preserve its landscape.
"We've got co keep green space,"
Poulter said. "We've got co keep (the
university) active and safe."
The proposed actions also call for
developing special-cvenc parking policies.
Eastern needs such a policy, said
Robert Bates, the chair of the health
studies department. He said parking
for Lancz Arena athletic events is disorganized.
"There are buses coming in, parents are coming in, it's just chaos,"
Bates said. "It's very bad public relations."

After his election in 2005 to a
third cerm, Cicy Council member
Jim Dunn finds himself repeating
old behavior.
The 12-ycar council member
is seeking rc-clection in the 2009
municipal elections for Charleston
Cicy CouncU.
"I wanr co continue to work on
building the relationships with the
communicy and oucside communities that we have worked so hard in
the last four yea.rs to anain," Dunn
said.
He explained that his next term,
should he be rc-clecced, would concentrate on continuing co remain
open-minded and to serve rhe
diverse communicy.
Thriving on gras.sroocs campaigning, Dunn will use word-of-mouth,
yard signs and the public forums as
his platform co regain his seat.
He chinks his experience and
accomplishments on the council
will speak for themselves.

»

»

- Dustin Culp,
senior corporate
communications major

Senior corporate communications major Dustin Culp explains his views
on some parking issues around campus during Tuesday afternoon's
parking forum in the Buzzard Auditorium.

run again
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EIUWEATHER
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

5201440

57°151°

Scattered
Showers

FRIDAY

SE 10-15

WEATHER BRIEF
Expect daytime temperatul'es to increase slightly
Into the upper sos Thursday. Another chance of
showers are possible on Friday. Weekend will be
cold but dry.

53°133°

Fo1 current tonditlons v1s1t EIU WeatherCenter at www.elu.edu/~weather

ENTERTAINMENT I A DAILY LOOK

Aniston says Jolie was out of line in interview
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The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Jennifer Aniscon says Angelina Jolie was our of line
when she spilled details about her relationship with Brad Pier whtle they
were filming "Mr. & Mrs. Smith."
In an interview in the December issue of Vogue, Aniston talks about the
magazine's 2007 profile of Jolie, who
talked abouc growing chummy with
Pict - then married co Aniscon - while
shooting the action film in 2004.
"There was sruff primed there char
was definirdy from a time when I was
unaware that it was happening," Aniscon says. "I felt those derails were a little inappropriate co discus.>. Thar sru.£f
about how she couldn't wait co gee co
work every day? That was really uncool."
Pin and Anisron, who were married in July 2000, announced their
separation in January 2005. In the

monchs char followed, Pin was seen in
public with Jolie.
Pitt and Aniston divorced in October.

who pick the pieces co be in the exhibition. I'm a little humbled by the
whole thing but graceful nonetheless."

LOS ANGELE.) - F.ac your hearr
out, Eddie Haskell.
Tony Dow, best known as the actor
who portrayed The Beav's big brother,
Wally, in the '50s 1V series "Leave Ir
co Beaver," will have one of his abstract sculptures on display ar the Louvre. Several sculptors &om the Karen
Lynne Gallery- including Dow- will
have their works shown at the art musewn in Paris as pare of the Societe
Narionale des Beaux-Arts exhibition.
"Having something shown at the
Louvre is abour as good as you can
ger," said Dow, who lives in Los Angeles, "especially when it's a juried show
like this where there's a panel of judges

___Jiiek Kambic
OENoplnlons@gmad.com
Robbie Wroblewski

Photo editor
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Online editor

Michelle Williams' father
to be extradited to US

~Leave It to Beaver' actor
to show at the Louvre

Optn10ns editor

SYDNEY. Ausrralia - Michelle
Williams' father, a prominent stock
marker trader, agreed Tuesday to rerum co the United Stares ro face cax
evasion charges.
Larry Williams has been fighting
ex.rradition since he was arrested by
Ausrralian police in 2006 after flying
to Sydney for a speaking tour in Australia and New Zealand. He has been
&econ bail.
The U.S. Internal Revenue Service
wanes to question the 65-year-old Virgin Islands resident abour a possible
$1.5 million in unpaid caxes from
book royalties and earnings relared
co inremarional seminars he conducted between 1990 and 200 L

.Nicole Weskema
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1 Yr Leases Starting June or August '09
* New Buildings *Quiet Locations
*from $240 - $495 mo per person

Bundled-up students walk through the puddles that formed on campus after the morning rain on Tuesday.

WHAT THE... l WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Big purse stops bullet from hitting Tenn. student
The Associated Press
MURFREESBORO. Tenn. - Don't knock chose
trendy. oversized purses - they could save your life, as
one college student found our.
Police say rhc comencs in an oversized purse saved
Eli1..abeth Pittenger. a 22-ycar-old Middle Tcnne~e
State University studem, hy stopping a bullet during an
atrcmpred robb<:ry.
Pittenger was walking co her c.1r on campus 1hursday evening when a man confromed her and demanded her purse, cdl phone and laprop, university
Police Chief Buddy Peasrer s.tid.
She fought the man off. bur he fired a gunshot be-

fore fleeing.
The bullet was found inside the purse, along wich a
cakulacor. umbrella and small case chat had been punctured. Pittenger was not injured.
Police nearby heard the gunshot .ind arrested Orlando Edmiston, 20. Officers found a .38 caliber handgun bcnt.-a.th a parked van.
Edmi:>ton was charged with artempted murder, attempted armed robbery and possession of a weapon on
~chool property.
He was bc111g hdd at rhe Rurherford County jail on
$32, 500 bond.
No one answered Monday ac offices for Edmiston's
court-appointed attC\rneys.

For Appt.
Call
348-7746
www.CharlestonlLApts.com
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

Going hungry for a night to benefit hurricane relief
Annual hunger
banquet today
at Newman center
By JENNIFER NEWSOM
Staff Reporter
The Newman Carholic Cenccr is
hosting its annual hunger banquec
at 5p.m. roday.
The banquet is ro help students
get involved in hunger awareness.
The banquec is inceractive, said

Megan Gauscpohl, che chair of rhe
event.
Participanrs will not be given a
speech, but rather a personality.
The personalities are disrribured
ar the encrance. The personalities
determine how much food participants will have.
All of rhe personalities arc based
on real people or real life siruations,
wherher it is a poor family member,
or a person who is being saved on a
rescue mission.
The purpose of rhe event is to
"raise awareness regarding hunger

related issues in the world," said
Roy Lanham, adviser to rhe Haiti
Connection.
The interactive pare of rhe evenc
is ro help people get more involved
rather rhan just sirring and liscening to a lecture for an hour.
le is to help people realize rhe
"haves and have-nots of chis world,"
Lanham said.
While the banquet is free, donations of money or canned goods
wilt be accepted.
The event will raise money for
local food banks and also food

banks in Haiti, Lanham said.
Eighry percent of cbc donations
will go to rhe hurricane relief fund
in Haiti and 20 percenr will go to
rhe local food bank here in Charlcsron, Gausepohl said.
T-shirts will be available for
$10 to help raise money for che
hurricane relief fund in Haiti.
The Newman Catholic Center is
located at 500 Roosevelt Ave.
Jennifer Newsom can be reached at
581-7942 or at DENnewsdesk@gma1I.
com.

CAMPUS I CEREMONY

Veteran's Day event honors former heros

Pase and presenc veterans were
honored for their service at the Veteran's Day Memorial Service Tueslhy morning.
The day became a national holi!Uy in 1938 and is celebrated every
year.
This year, Eastern hosted rhe
mcmony in the main lobby of Old
Main. The evenc was held inside
because of weather.
Members of ROTC, vererans of
rhe community, srudencs and community members came rogerher to
honor all veterans.
Cape. Thomas Taylor, who has
been in rhe service for the past six
years, said he believes Veteran's
Day means "honoring rhe men and
women char have served our coun-

Human Services Building.
The shots are available for
Eastern students only at no cost
as part ofthe"Get Stuck#flu shot
clinic.
A Panther Card is required to
receive a flu shot.

The Lakeview College of Nursing
is hosting an open house from
10:30 a.m. to 1 :30 p.m. Saturday
at its Charleston campus, 580
W. Lincoln Ave., and its Danville
campus.
Prospective students can
attend at any time to learn about
the areas of practice within
the profession and admissions
staff will be on hand to answer
questions about the school.
For more information or to make
a reservation, call 554-6845 oremail admissions@lakeviewcol.edu_
KELSEY KARSTRAND ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Black Knight members Robert Flores and Timothy Going with Provost Blair Lord carry a wreath symbolizing
honor and remembrance of veterans during the Veteran's Day ceremony in Old Main Tuesday morning.
son said a prayer for all rhose who
have fought or are currently fighting, a wreath was brought up and
placed in fronr of rhe flags.
The wreath was made of red,
whire and blue !oral and poppy flowers symbolizing honor and
remembrance.
Ist Sgt. Angie Ison served for 18
years and participated in chis ceremony because she herself is a vet-

eran.
"I am a veteran, and I wane co
honor chose who served and are
serving and to thank chem," Ison
said.
Vereran Erik Tofte spoke about
the Black Knights, a group for veterans on campus. "Serving is what
veterans do; it is who rhey are,"
Tofte said. "They srood up as one
for a greacer cause."

Mayor John Inyarr thanked all
rhe veterans for cheir brave concribution to the country.
A 21-gun salute closed the ceremony.
"le went really smoothly and I
feel chere was a really good turnout," Andries said.
Bridget Morris can be reached at 5817942 or at dennewsdesk@gmail.com.

- Compiled by_ Associate News
Editor Marr Hopf

BLOTTER
Deanna Parke, 53, of Charleston,
was charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol and
possession of less than .25 grams
of cannabis after a 1:03 a.m.
Saturday arrest at Fourth Street
and Roosevelt Avenue, said the
University Police Depart.;)ent.

CORRECTION

CAMPUS I MEETING

Student Supreme Court to_be pre~ented tomorrow

A proposal will be brought co
Srudenr Senate today pertaining to
university board movies.
"We will be having an additional allocacion request from UB come

Flu shots will be available from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. today in the

Lakeview open house
scheduled for Saturday

"U)'."

By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

Free flu shots today in
Human Services Building

"Bread and Roses" will be
shown at 4:30 p.m. today in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium as the
second part of the University
Professionals of Illinois Labor Film
Series.
The film chronicles the
struggle of cleaning workers in a
downtown office building to form
a union. Refreshments will be
served prior to the film at 4 p.m.

By BRIDGET MORRIS
Staff Reporter

Proposals that
have gone through
Apportionment Board
will also be voted on

Allison Carter, the senior field
manager of the American Civil
Liberties Union of Illinois, will
speak at 7 p.m. today in the
Coleman Hall Auditorium. She will
discuss the state of equal legal
protection for women, people of
color and sexual minorities.,

UPI film series
looks at labor

Old Main event honors
past Veterans' efforts
to bring freedom
to our country

Lr. Col. Larry Coblentz Jr., said
Vereran's Day is important because
iris "a great opportunity to remember our veterans who have served
and participated in securing our
rights and privileges we have as
American citizens."
The ceremony began wich Brian Andries, .master of ceremonies,
speaking about why it is important
co celebrate this day followed by
the "National Anrhem," which was
sung by Bobbi Weidner.
In between the rwo speaker
podiums, stood five flags represencing the Coast Guard, Navy, Army,
Marine Corps and the Air Force.
After Chaplain Andrew Robin-

ACLU speaker
in Coleman today

to rhe cable," said Srudenc Body
President Levi Bulgar. "Universiry Board is asking for an additional $2,621 so rhey can put on their
regularly scheduled movies programs for rhe spring of 2009."
This proposal passed rhe Apporrionmenc Board by a vore of 11-0
Thursday.
The senare needs ro vore on it
at irs meeting ar 7 p.m. in che Arcola/Tuscola Room of rhe Marcin
Lurher King Jr. Universiry Union.
Also, one new person has been
nominated ro Student Supreme

Court anl.. will presenr ar rhe meeting. Two nominees who were supposed ro presenc lase week will also
present at the meeting.
"Three nominared members of
rhe Srudent Supreme Court will be
coming in front of (rhe) senate to
incroduce themselves," Bulgar said.
"They will give insight inro why
chey wanred co be on rhe Scudenc
Supreme Coun and why I choose
chem."
Sreve Johnson, Marsheela Stinson and Quentin Frazier are the
rhree nominees.

Bulgar has two more interviews
today and Thursday for the lase rwo
positions on the court.
In ocher business, one proposal
for additional allocations for Srudenc Senate elections and rhe orher
line item transfer for UB marketing
rhat AB approved also will be voted
on at rhe meeting.
"The elections bill will cover
cosr for che elections chat will be
held in December," Bulgar said.
Heather Holm can be reached at
581-7942 or haho/m@eiu.edu

In Tuesday's edition of The Daily
Eastern News, ErikTofte's name
was misspelled.
The first fema le city council
member ih Charleston was
incorrectly reported. Olga
Durham was the first female city
council member.
The DEN regrets the errors.

COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone I 581-7936,
E-mall I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit I 1811 Buzzard Hall

Drawn to Amuse IIan Winston
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Other views on news
DON' T BAIL OUT AUTOMAKERS
Colorado State U. - It's inarguable
that the automakers are in deep trouble. For instance, General Motors has
roughly $40 billion of debc and is losing more than $1 billion every month,
according to Yahoo! Finance.
However, we must ask ourselves if
these failed companies are worth saving
with our taxpayer dollars.
Lee's look at Ford more closely.
Ford's debt load, $166 billion, is astronomical. $166 billion is roughly eight
rimes the annual budget of the Stace of
Colorado; Ford doesn't have a prayer of
paying chis much debt off.
Ford is, like General Motors, losing
roughly $1 billion a month. They have
a negative profit margin, meaning thac
their average car sells at a loss. Add it
all up, and you see their present situation is hopeless. The simple truth is char
our auto companies have made inferior
produces char people don't wane.
They've made gigantic gas-guzzling
vehicles while their foreign competitors have made small efficient cars char
made far more sense in our resourceconsrrained world. The American auto
companies completely and utterly failed
to predict rhe wave of hybrid vehicles,
once again getting burned by foreign
manufacturers. Aside from making the
wrong cars at the wrong time, our automakers are also constrained by unions.
In this environmenr, simply grancing
these companies another bailout solves
nothing. It would cost us $10 to $20
billion a year rQ keep our automakers
afloat. Those billions of dollars per year
wouldn't fix the companies; ir would
merely keep their pulse faintly bearing.
What's needed is co allow these companies co go inco Chapter 11 bankruptcy. Unlike a complete liquidation, a
Chapter 11 bankruptcy allows a company to reorganire, be freed of some debt,
break onerous union concracrs, freely fire empl~yees and ocher such things
that allow a company co rebuild irself.
Rocky Mountain Collegian

EDITORIAL POLICY
The edltortal is the majority opinion
of The DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENoplnions@gmall.com

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Leners ro rhe ediror can be
submicced at any time on any ropic co
the Opinions Editor co be published in

7he Daily Eastern Nezus.
1he DENs policy is to run all leccers
char are nor libelous or porenrially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words. Leners ro the editor can be
brought in with identification co 7he
DEN at 1811 Buzzard Hall. Letters
may also be submicced deccronically
from the author's EIU e~mail address to
DENopinions@gmail.com.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Chipping away at
affordable clean energy
Eastern is once again leading che way with
cost-curring energy plans and exceptional financial solutions.
The university announced on Friday chat it
will begin constructing a $40 million power
plant in the spring and it will burn non-created wood chips obtained as byproducts &om the
lumber industry. This plant will be called rhe
Renewable Energy Cenrer and will replace the
steam planr chat was built around 1925.
Approximately $80 million worth of bonds
will be issued to pay for rhe cenrer and rhe ocher campus electrical upgrades as prescribed by
rhe Honeywell energy audit.
Originally, a new power plant for Eastern
hindered on Illinois' capital projects plan char
has been stalled by rhe General Assembly.
Developing chis plan and putting ic into
motion may be one of che greatest accomplishments by Jeff Cooley, vice presidenr for business affairs, and an amazing last minute contribution a mere two months before his retiremenr.
Working around an illegitimate Stace government has become a crend in lllinois, and
che administration claims chat energy savings
over the course of che Renewable Energy Center's lifespan will completely pay off the cost of
rhe plant.
Similar power plants are becoming common
in New England and the trend is malting ics
way co che Midwest. Xcd Energy Inc., an eightsrare utility providing company based in Minneapolis, announced on Sepe. 29 chat it was
investing $55 million to ~70 1nillion to convert
ics coal burning power planr imo a woodchip
burning power plant.
Xcel claims the plant would become the
largest in the Midwest co produce electricity via
burning woodchips, in which ic would get from
Wisconsin foresrs.
According co the Sc. Paul Pioneer Press, the
initiative was part of Xcel's strategy co become
a leader in production of renewable energy. a
plan that could reap financial rewards if che
federal government moves co regulate emissions
linked to global warming.
George Douglas, spokesperson for the
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, rold
The Daily Eastern News on Sept. 5 chat fines for
carbon production are likely co be implemented
afrer the new president cakes office.
He said boch presidential candidates, Presidenr-elecc Barack Oban1a and Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., had seances against manufacturing carbon. Tax hikes, crade caps and
reduced appropriations could be implemented
as penalties.
Therefore, Eastern is following suir wich a
major, privacely owned utility company in scare
of the art eJeqricif}' production, and complying
wich environmental legislation tnac'is still yet co

OUR VIEW
• Situation: Eastern announced on Friday that
it will invest $40 million to build a Renewable
Energy Center to replace the coal power plant.
•Stance: This was yet another ingenious plan
by the business affairs office that is both affordable and environmentally friendly.
be constructed.
Fortunately, Eastern would only be getting byproducts and would nor be conrribucing co deforestation or lumber sales, and the
announcement of this plan comes with superb
timing.
With the current condition of our sceam
power plant, creating a fasl-moving and financially efficient plan was monumental.
"We'll do everything we can co keep (the
steam plane) going ... bur I don'c wane co say
chac no quescions, no problems chac it is going
to last because we had rwo catastrophic failures
lase year," Cooley said in August.
The steam plane is located next to Blair Hall
and che Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The Renewable Energy Cenrer, which
will require a daily delivery of four co five semitrailers filled with wood chips, will be located at
the intersection of 18th Street and Edgar Drive.
This decision puts students' safety and convenience to rest because deliveries and maintenances will be conducted at che far regions of
campus and near a busy, non-campus street.
According co che university, burning wood
chips instead of coal would reduce overall air
emissions. Gary Reed, director of facilities
planning and management, said wood gasification is similar in many respects to a gas furnace
in most homes, and that area residenrs need not
worry about odors or smoke like chose associated with a regular wood stove.
While some refute the environmentally friendly portions of these types of plants,
ash from che burns will be collected in closed
dumpsters ar a race of about one cubic yard in
a 24-hour period. According co Reed, che university is looking into uses for che ash, which
is high in potash and could possibly be used as
fertilizer.
The ingenuity involved with choreographing chis plan comes from a long tradition of
Eastern financing chac has held chis institution
together during some rough economic times.
"Eastern is no scranger co initiating environmenrally friendly projects," Reed said in che
university press release. "Since 1995, lhe university has reduced its consumption of electricity, fuels and water by more chan 30 percent.
We were extremely proud when che 93rd rJlinois General Assembly recognized Eastern as
the universiry having the lowest energy cost per
square fooc among all Illinois public universiOes.~·
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Because I work in rhe service indusrry,
I have to have a lot of patience with people. People make dumb requesrs, and they
get angry over things they shouldn't get
angry about.
For instance, I once received a request
from a customer for more rowels in her
room. I brought her more bath cowels.
She chen requested more of another rypc
of towel. I brought her chat type of rowel. She then proceeded co curse, yell and
insult me for nor doing whac she asked.
When I 6.nally fulfilled her request ro
her sacisfaccion, she demanded my name,
my manager's home cdephone number and a full refund for her stay at the
hotel. She received only my name, and
called the hotel daily until she finally
got to speak with the manager. There is
only so far chat one's pacience and training can go, and chis woman fur exceeded
char poinr.
Also, people will cry ro weasel their
way out of everything you throw at them.
For instance, people ask for discounts on
goods and services chat chey have absolutely no right co ask for. I once had an
individual who was 27 (he showed me
his driver's license) ask me if he could ger
an AARP discounr. When I asked for his
AARP card to verify he was a member, he
asked for my manager. He proceeded to
complain char I was rude and unhelpful.
char I insulted him and that I was trying
co overcharge him because I "was going co
pocket che money." Thankfully my boss
witnessed rhe encire interaction and I was
nor punished.
So, the service industry is a serious
business. Especially because of che abundance of individuals in the world with...
how do I put chis delicately? Less-chanaverage intelligence.
So, lee me just say chis: Be nice to
the individuals in the service industry.
Without us, you wouldn't gee your hotel
room. You wouldn't get your coffee. You
wouldn't ger your groceries. You wouldn't
gee your food.
Face it, we own you and you have no
right co treat us as inferior.
In fact, you should show utmost
respect for someone in the service industry. You wane an idea of whac can - and
will - happen co you and your goods if
you mistreat us? Read Chuck Palahniuk's
"Fighc Club."
There are some horrible, depraved aces
of guerilla warfare against customers in
char book.
I'm noc saying chey happen in the busrling metropolis of Charleston, bur I also
wouldn't be surprised co hear chat they
had.
So, che nexr time you're rude co someone at a rescauranc, you insult your from
desk clerk or housekeeper ac a hoed, you
mistreat your bartender, or you are just
generally a detriment co the human race,
chink rwice before you lay down in your
bed, drink your coffee, or eat your food.
We own you, and we know how co gee at
you without you knowing it.
Have a nice day.

» Dunn

Dunn also believes his ownership
of Dunn's Auto Service in Charleston and his community involvement with sports, Charleston Moose
and the Masonic Lodge have allowed
him ro connect with the people of.
Charlcsron. He escimates thar 200
people of all ages entered his business
that he is now retired from.
"Every person i saw helped me
in some: way communicate: with the
people of Charleston," Dunn said. "I
think that without that experience
- without knowing the people - I
wouldn't be here."
Though he believes the four years
he has served on the council have
been peaceful and proficable, Dunn
realii.cs he will have opponents.
"With Lorelei (Sims} leaving,
I know there will be other people

ROM PAGE 1

-ihe renovations co the streets
md sidewalks, the renovation of the
Wacer Treatment Plant an<l the rclanships built with Mactoon, the
umy and (Eastern Illinois Univer) are all accomplishments that
think the community has rcoogaittd, Dunn said.
However, the project he is most
proud of is the renovation of the
Charleston Carnegie Library. In
Dunn's opinion, the library was in a
bad need of repair.
"h was very small and very dated." he said. "Now, ic is a center of
rulrure in Charleston and really is a
braurifu1 site that the city can use:·

» Energy

0verall, the analysis
showed that this
was a very powerful
alternative to us. "

11

FROM PAGE 1

Gary Reed, director of facilines, planning and managcmcnr,
said the presenralion would focus
mainly on the energy center.
The presentation will give a
general overview of the center; it
will show what the plane will be
kc and how different it will be
&om the current system.
Construction of rhe new $40
million power plant will start in
Spring 2009.
President Bill Perry said, when
ct comes to a steam plant, fuel of
some sort has to be used, whether that is coal, natural gas or other
dcernatives.
"Whac we wanred co do was
find a fuel chat would be sustainable, green, renewable and would
supply the amount of steam that
we would need," Perry said.
The existing plant burns coal

» Parking
FROM PAGE 1

The revised parking plans
dso suggest more walking and
biking around campus.
"We need to change the culrure of getting in your car ... all
the time," Poulter said.
She said Eascern has a comm campus.
To encourage biking, the
university is considering lending
bikes ro studenrs.
Poulter sai.d this is a practice

"'"' t\• t. aqa\Y.\

ws

- President Biii Perry
and uses direcc combustion, Siegel said.
·
The new center will burn nonrreate<l wood chips, byproduccs
from the lumber industry.
Each day, four co five semi·
aailers will deliver wood chips to
the center, wich addicional trucks
possibly delivering on Fridays.
Siegel said Honeywell International selected the plant through
che audit.
He said the audit identified a
number of areas where the university would be able ro reduce ics
energy bills.

char is already underway at some
universicies.
But Staneart said that could
be expensive.
"The people I know who
have bikes, cheir bikes gee damaged," Staneart said. "le would
cost more co repair all the bikes
conscancly."
People still can send comments about che proposed park·
ing changes to univplan@ciu.
edu.
Joe Astrouski can be reached at
58 I ·7942 or at Jmasrrouski@e1u edu.
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running," he said. "I have no proh·
lem with that."
Dunn said his approach to the
council, six"Cifically having an open·
mind and considering alcernative
viewpoints, is something all candidates should have.

'J\.oyone who wants to run should politicians, they st-c themselves
not come to rhe plate with an ax ro removed," he said. "I think the peogrind." he said.
ple are the government and the city
Dunn said his main reason for works for the people, and I wane the
returning to the council in 2005 community to know that."
afier moving back to Charleston
At Oct. 22's city council meetfrom Phoenix, was to quell some of ing, Dunn vocalized chat he would
the arguing he saw on the council.
be willing co help anyone who would
He said thac chose with specific like ro perition co be a candidace for
JS.Sues let themselves get away from rhc council afier Sims announced she
the people, and his mellow approach would not be running again. Dunn
is something char he thinks is respect- said char he thinks anyone who has
ed and recommends co any contend- the "heart of Charlcsron" as the core
ers.
of his or her inreresc and a "clear and
"They should be able to weigh open mind" would be an "outstandtheir opinions with the opinions of ing" candidace for the council.
"It's all anyone in chis. city would
the community and ultimately reprewant," he said.
sent the heart of Charlcsron."
Dunn said chat he never looked at
himself as a politician.
Krystal MO"j(J can be reached at 581"I think when people chink of 7945 or at k.smoya@e1u.edu.

Perry said the location of the
plant was decided already in the
existing Campus Master Plan. The
cenrer will be located off chc intersection of 18th Street and Edgar
Drive.
To decide on the type of plant,
rhe audit revealed a number of
alternatives.
Perry said given the location of
the university, the wood-powered
plane, as well as wind generation,
made a lot of sense.
"So, with chose ideas in mind,
we engaged consultants co see
what cost benefit return would
be besc co those approaches," Perry said.
Borh wind and wood are available in chis part of the counrry.
Swiech grass is also a possibility for
the sccam plane along with wood
chips, which arc also available.
"Overall, the analysis showed
char chis was a very powerful alrernacive to us," Perry said.
Perry said che new center has

several advantages. It has dean
source emissions and wood is
renewable as opposed to the non·
renewable coal Easter~ currently
uses.
The energy cenrer will nor produce electricicy, Siegel said.
"An electrical generator was
investigated. but the addition·
al ancillary equipment co support
elcccrical generation would have
consumed nearly all the eleccrici·
ty produced," he said.
The audit also examined possibilities for wind energy generation
that would produce elecuicity.
Eastern is planning to construct a small wind farm co generate energy.
Siegel said the wind turbines
would offsec one-third of campus
clecuiciry. He said three turbines
were selected as being most economjcal.
"However, che cable would be
sized for additional turbines in
case more would become viable in

che furure," Siegel said.
Perry said wind, solar and other options were looked ac on the
electricaJ side.
MWind seems ro be a beuer
alternative in rerms of payback,"
Perry said.
He said that does not mean
solar power would not be used
in smaller terms on campus. Perry said it will be a long process
though, and Eastern is taking it a
step ac a time.
He said right now, rhe university has a steam plane that needs co
be replaced.
Additional meetings will be
held at I 0 a.m. Friday in the
Charlesron/Marroon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and at 6:30 p.m. Monday,
Nov. l 7, in the Charleston Carnegie Public Library Rotary Room

"No I wasn't surprised,
but I was surprised
at how bad
it actually was:'

major, said he was noc surprised about
whac Lawrence said.
"No I wasn't surprised. but I was
surprised at how bad it actually was,"
Simpson said.
Eric Wilber, a political science and
philosophy major, agreed with Lawrence's opinion abouc Illinois' budget.
Tue srate of the state is really bad,"
Wtlber said. "As he said, bringing revenues up is one of the biggest ~
that we have co do, we can't just cue
our way out of this."

11

1think the people are

the government
and the city works for
the people, and I want
the community
to know that:'
- Jim Dunn,
City Council me mber

>> Lawrence
FROM PAGE 1

Lawrence said the media need to
hold chem accouncable by demanding details and bringing these issues to
the knowledge of Illinois residencs in a
way thac hies home.
Lawrence said in Springfield. 61
pcrcenc of the media coverage dealt
with horse race and scraregies of the
candidates.
He said wichouc better cover.ige
from the media, the people of the stare
will not be as wdl as informed as they

- Kyle Simpson,
political science major
need co be.
Many of the studencs in attendance wen: political science majors
and already knew about the currcnc
situation Illinois is facing.
Kyle Simpson, a political science

A.
Emlly Zulz can be reached or 581 •
7942 or ac eazulz@ew.edu.

Dave Holzrichter can be reached at 5817942 or ac dwholzric~ter@eiuedu

WORDS OF [Fl[ESC)[p[E(CT TO
SOMEONE WHO HAS RISEN
THROUGH THE RANKS!
Thank You for all
that you've aone!

Congratulations ana Gooa
Luck in the future!
President Lou Hencken
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CAMPUS I CONCERT

Wind symphony salutes veterans
Eastern, Paxton-Buckley Loda High
put on "The Call of Duty" concert
JC CLARK
Staff Reporter
Twelve vererans received a rousing applause in the Dvorak
Concerr Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Cenrer as they stood
during che "Armed Forces Salurc," chc closing piece of Tuesday
night's performance, "Tue Call of Oury."
The EIU Wind Symphony and chc Paxton-Buckley-Loda
High School concert band honored Veteran's Day with the
performance, which bad about 150 attendees.
The PBL concert band opened che performance at 7:30
p.m. wich its rendition of "The Scar Spangled Banner." Tunothy Hess, the PBL concert band's conductor, is an 11 year veteran of the Marines and currently spends his weekends as a
scaff sergeant in the Air National Guard.
Hess is nor the only member of the armed forccsJOassociatcd wich the PBL concert band, as seven of the students in the
band have enlisted for military dury.
Hess. who stood proudly during rhe "Armed Forces Salute,"
shared his per:.peccive on the word "hero."
"Ir's often said that veterans arc heroc:;, but if you ask them,
most will say 'no,'" Hess said. "The heroes are the ones who
paid the ulcimacc price and didn't come home."
Following "The Scar Spangled Banner," the PBL concert band performed "Mansions of the Lord," "Oury, Honor,
Country" and "The Light Eternal."
After a brief intermission, che EIU Wind Symphony began
i!S half of the performance with "American Salute," during
which Barry L. Hauser, newly-hired Associate Director of
Bands, made his conducting dcbur ar Easrern.
Following Hauser's dcbur, Joshua Kumpula scood as a guest
conductor for "American Overture for Band." A momenr of
silence followed the piece in honor of fallen veterans of war.
Dr. Milcon Allen cook the stage for the final two pieces of
the concert. Allen not only conduces the EIU Wind Symphony, bur also serves as the Director of Bands and as the inmumental division director for Eastern.
Although Allen has never served in che military, he holds a

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Conductor Timothy Hess leads the Paxton-Buckley-Loda Concert Band in #Mansions of the Lord" by Nick Glennie-Smith at
The Call Of Duty concert in the Dvorak Concert Hall of the Doudna Fine Arts Center Tuesday evening.
special place in his heart for Veteran's Day because his fachcr
and uncle were both vccerans of foreign wars.
Allen expressed the pride he took in being able co commemorace chc holiday.
"I think we get desensitized by chc movies, bur it means an
enormous amount to me," Allen said. "le was a tremendous
night of music-malting, remembrance and honor."
Allen also said he was graceful for the level of support che
concert received and how well che band performed, noting

chat chey only had six focused rehearsals.
Senior crumpet player Tim Cocagnc said the performance
met or exceeded expectations. but he was mostly glad for the
occasion.
"lhe veterans have done so much for us, and its kind of
our way co show respect co the sacrifices they make," Cocagne
said.
JC Clark can b€ reached ar 581·7942 or1rclark2@e1u.edu.

CAMPUS I EVENT

ISU professor to lecture on anthropology in Brazil
Discussion to highlight
motherhood in Brazil
By BRITTNI GARCIA

Campus Editor
Today, Gina Bessa, a cultural anthropologist and associate professor ac illinois Scace
University, will give a lecture co anchropology students on the motherhood in a Brazilian
shanrycown.
Anthro lo
rofcssor Don Holly invic-

ed Bessa lase spring to speak with students at
Eastern to lecture on her research she has been
conducting since 1996.
"I want co give them an example of valued
fieldwork," Bcssa said. "I want them co understand a group of people who don't gee understood and that gee marginalized."
The lecrure will be held at 10 a.m. in the
Buzzard Hall Auditorium.
Bessa has worked in her communiry since
1996 and has periodically returned co Brazil.
She cook the request of her visit as an honor
and would like co discuss her experiences with

che Eastern communiry.
Holly received a grant from the John S. and
Margaret Redden Fund to have Bcssa come
speak to chc campus community.
"I would like co expose students to different
research in anthropology," Holly said. "Also co
consider a spark of interest in anthropology
and co expose the EIU community co diverse
cultural experiences."
Bcssa, who is a medical anthropologist,
studies the relationships between culcurc,
health, and illness. She helps people understand where they come from and how chey arc

rdaced.
Sessa will also highlight her research in the
past years as it relates co HoUy's anthropology
class.
"I like prcsenrcrs co come in and highlight
their research and how it will tic into course
conrenc," Holly said.
For the communiry, Holly said Bessa would
be able co describe children and parents in
poor areas of Brazil.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 581·7942 or ar
bmgarcia@eiu.edu.
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Student Houing

Do you feel
like a turkey?

with the comfort&

of home!
•
•
•
•

We can help!
Walter DUI &
Counseling Services
1550 Douglas Drive Suite 115
Charleston. Illinois 61920
Call for an appointment

(217) 348 - DUIS (3847)
wdcs.myhosting247.com

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

FREE Shuttle to and from class
FREE Tanning- Lay down & stand up
FREE Cable, Phone, Internet & Water
Club House Fitness Center & Game Room!!!
Fully furnished. Queen size beds and built in desks!!!
Electric allowance. Pay everything in ONE check!
Spacious lawns with up to 1600 sq. ft of living space!
Pay rent with Financial Aid!!!
Volleyba II & Basketba II Court
Washer & Dryer in each unit! ~-..a
Dishwasher in each unit!!!
Pets Wekome!
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NATION BRIEFS
The Associated Press

Assistance announced for
Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac
WASHINGTON - The
government and the mortgage
industry are launching the
most sweeping effort yet to
help troubled homeowners
by speeding up the process
for renegotiating hundreds of
thousands of delinquent loans
held by Fannie Mae and Freddie
Mac.
The Federal Housing Finance
Agency, which seized control
of the two mortgage finance
companies in September,
announced the plan Tuesday
along with other government and
industry officials, including Hope
Now, an alliance of mortgage
companies organized by the Bush
administration last year.
The plan could have tremendous
importance because Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac own or
guarantee nearly 31 million U.S.
mortgages, or nearly six of every
10 outstanding.
Still, government officials did not
have an estimate of how many
people would qualify for the new
program.

Pelosi supports 'limited'
aid for automakers
WASHINGTON - House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi called for
•emergency and limited financial
assistance• for the battered auto
industry on Tuesday and urged
the outgoing Bush administration
to join lawmakers in reaching a
quick compromise.
Four days after dismal financial
reports from General Motors
Corp. and Ford Motor Co., Pelosi
backed legislation to make the
automakers eligible for help
under the $700 billion bailout
measure that cleared Congress in
October.
In a written statement. the
California Democrat said the aid
was needed "in order to prevent
the failure of one or more of the
major American automobile
manufacturers, which would
have a devastating impact on our
economy, particularly on the men
and women who work in that
industry.•
·congress and the Bush
administration must take
immediate action,• she added.
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in Ashmore
Where life meets flavor......

Tuesday
Fried Chicken Dinner

Wednesday
Steak & Shish Kebob Night

STATE I ENVIRONMENT

WORLD BRIEFS

Study suggests separating
Great Lakes, Mississippi basins
The Associated Press
CHICAGO - Waterways engineered more than a cenrury ago co
connecr the Great Lakes and Mississippi River watersheds should
be altered to scop che exchange of
invasive species that can cause irreversible damage, an environmental
advocacy group says.
A 106-page feasibility study co
be released Wednesday by che Alliance for the Great Lakes says separating che watersheds is the only
way co stop the transfer of some
invasiye species - including the
voracious Asian carp chat is within
50 miles of Lake Michigan.
"If you wane co protect the
Grear Lakes, this is what you have
co do. Invaders like Asian carp are
unpredictable, but cheir effects are
catastrophic and irreversible," said
Joel Brammeier, Alliance president and lead author of the scudy.
"You've got ro remove their pathway."
The Great Lakes and Mississippi
River watersheds aren't connected
nacurally. Over a ccnrury ago engineers linked them through a com-

logic separation" of che watersheds
by 2013.
Since the summit, the EPA and
Chicago officials have put in place
an eleccrical barrier rhrough the
Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal
sou ch of rhe city co keep Asian carp
out of Lake Michigan.
The Alliance says the barriers,
which deliver a non-lechal jolc co
fish, have been effective, bur are
nor a long-term solution.
Researchers fear the fish, which
can grow up to 100 pounds and
more than 4 feer long, could eat
all the food chat's available for other species, decimating the Grear
Lakes ecosystem and possibly leading to rhe collapse of the multi-billion-dollar fishing industry, Brammeier said.
"When invasive species arrive,
chey can destroy the quality of Life
for people who depend on those
waters," Brammeier said.
Scientists say ruore than 150
invasive species currently Live in
the Grear Lakes, where they multiply rapidly and harm ecosystems
by threatening food supplies or
feeding on native species.

plex network of manmade canals
and natural rivers co reverse che
flow of rhe Chicago River and keep
wasre from Lake Michigan, which
Chicago uses for drinking water.
Possible changes include erecting concrete walls and constructing more shipping locks in up to
six areas, according co the study.
le does nor make explicit recommendations, bur calls on the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
Environmental Protection Agency
to conduct further study.
EPA and Army Corps offices were closed Tuesday, so officials
could not be reached for comment.
The study- funded by the Grear
Lakes Fishery Commission and
Great Lakes Fishery Trust - gives
only general cost ranges for each
project, up co $15 million, and
says a multiyear revenue source is
needed. le does not say who should
pay.
Brammeier said the study was
sparked by a 2003 meeting convened by Chicago Mayor Richard
Daley and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service, where dozens of engineers
and experts recommended "hydro-

STATE I HEALTH CARE

All FamilyCare ended until judge rules
The Associated eress
SPRJNGFIELD - The Blagojevich administration has stopped
payment on most state-subsidized
healrh care, asking a judge co clarify his order co shut down an illegal
expansion of the FamilyCare pro-

gram.
Court documents indicate scare
reimbursement ro doctors creating more than 500,000 FamilyCare
patients stopped Occ. 15, the day
Cook County Circuit Judge James
R. Epstein ordered the administration to hale an expansion of the program co people with higher incomes.
The documents also indicate thac
as many as 25,000 people continued
co receive taxpayer-subsidized health
care afcer April 15, when Epstein
issued a tern o
order

in a lawsuit over the FamilyCare
expansion.
A hearing on the issue is scheduled for Wednesday in Chicago.
A federal rule allowing subsidized
hcalrh care for working families
without insurance earning up ro I 85
percent of the federal poverty level about $38,000 for a family of four ended lase fall. Thar meanr che scare
could only provide health insurance
co those earning up to 133 percent
of the poverty level.
Although rejected repeatedly by
the Legislacure, Gov. Rod Blagojevich unilaterally reinstated the coverage and expanded it co 400 percent
of the poverty level, or $83,000 for
four. Participants are supposed to
pay premiums on a sliding scale.
Two prominent businessmen and
a la er sued, and afcer an a ellare

courc upheld Epstein's April ruling.
the judge ordered the administration
Occ. 15 ro submit irs plan for dismantling the program.
In ir, the administration says
Epstein's order could be construed co
cover nearly all 537,000 participants
in FamilyCare, except those receiving welfare cash assistance. S
o ic stopped submitting vouchers
it receives from health care providers co the state comptroller for reimbursement.
Annie Thompson, spokeswoman for Blagojevich's Deparanent
of Healthcare and Family Services,
declined ro comment Tuesday.
The Illinois Hospital Association,
which represents hundreds ofhealthservice providers, was nor notified
of the change, spokesman Danny
Chun said.

The Associated Press

Egypt unveils discovery
of new pyramid
SAQQARA, Egypt Archaeologists have discovered
a new pyramid under the sands
of Saqqara, an ancient burial
site that has yielded a string of
unearthed pyramids in recent
years but remains largely
unexplored.
The 4,300-year-old monument
most likely belonged to the
queen mother of the founder
of Egypt's 6th Dynasty, and was
built several hundred years
after the famed Great Pyramids
of Giza, antiquities chief Zahi
Hawass told reporters in
announcing the find Tuesday.
The discovery is part of the
sprawling necropolis and burial
site of the rulers of ancient
Memphis, the capital of Egypt's
Old Kingdom, about l 2 miles
south of Giza.
All that remains of the pyramid
is a l 6-foot-tall structure that
had been buried under 65 feet of
sand. "There was so much sand
dumped here that no one had
any idea there was something
buried underneath; Hawass said.
Archaeologists also found parts
of the pyramid's white limestone
casing - believed to have once
covered the entire structure.

Ten hostages taken
off Cameroon freed
PARIS - France's government
says seven French citizens and
three Africans who were taken
hostage from a tugboat off the
coast of Cameroon late last
month have been freed.
President Nicolas Sarkozy's
office says he has expressed his
"relief" at the release of the oil
workers and credited help from
Cameroon's president, Paul Biya.
Foreign Minister Bernard
Kouchner's office says that the
"happy ending" involved help
from the Nigerian government.
The l 0 hostages included two
Cameroon citizens and one
Tunisian. A Cameroon militia
group took the oil workers
hostage on Oct. 31 off the West
African nation's coast, and
threatened to kill the captives
if demands for autonomy talks
with the government were not
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LBERG RENTALS, LLC
Now Renting for 2009-2010

Thursday

3 Bedroom Houses

All You Can Eat Make-Your-Own
Taco Bowl

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Friday
All You Can Eat Fish Fry
w/ fries and cole slaw

Saturday
Pork Chop Dinner w/ Salad &
Baked Potato

1812 12th St. Unit A

2402 Terrace Lane

$1.00 Frosty Pints Tues-Thurs
$1.75 Rail Drinks Every Day
Traditional Thanksgiving
Day Buffet 11 am - 2 pm

1909 11th St.

Be sure to ask about Party
and Banquet Reservations
..Wi-Fi Service428 N. Oakland Rd
Ashmore IL (217) 349-8443

217-254-1311 www.hallber rentals.com
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4
Haiti Come'.:tioo's annual ~
barqJet will be held Wediesday,
Noo.erber 12th flan 5-6 pn at the
Newman Certe" (behind Ancrews
Hall). Enjoy a FREE MEAL and learn
abrut~ luiger.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11112
WepnMdesnagefor~and

scoces. Call Jim Wali<e' Cycle Shop al
217-345-3758 fordelails and pricing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
A BABY TO (J;ERJSH! Dei:.b>' is a
Physicallherapist in a children's ha;pital
who cnsms ci bocaning a mom fathe fi~ time. Bany is a ~ lu;band
and 1V pOO.xu who fills our home
with la~ and has a natural love
for childrm. We acmire your~
in c:hoa;ing ~ Were hiw'f to
help! Cal1Detbydindyat1~18-

roommates

further information.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
1-2 roorrmates for fall 'O!Hpring '09. 4
bedroom house. Appliances included.
217-821-1970.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
Brittany Ridge- 3 roommates needed
for Fall '09. No smoking or pets. Rent
starting at $250 plus utilities. Very nice
oondition. 25 baths. Call 1<enaaa09-

838-1966
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
NEED R<X>MMATES? UNIQUE
PROPERTIES ts LOOKING FOR
RCX)fv\tv\ATESTOALLBEDR<:X:VYIS
IN SMRAL OF OUR LOCATIONS.
ALL VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS,
FULLY
FURNISHED,
WITH
REDUaD RATES. CALL (217)345-

0212~il.cxm

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11114

for sale
Totally renovated 3 or 4 Bedroom,
3 Bath House near campus for
sale. See at www.corrieappraisal.
comf91 7Astreet.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
A little bit of Country in Town!
Largebuildinglotw/allcityutilities.
See at www.corrieappraisal.com/
Douglasstreet.

•

help wanted

Still accepting applications for
part-time evening positions starting
November 17th. Shifts 4p-8:30p
M-F & 10a-3p every other Saturday.
Great work experience for business
and marketing majors - or anyone
looking to build a professional
resume. Apply today @ 700 Lincoln
Ave., next to Tan Express & Cellular
One, 639-1125.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11112
Great opportunity for Psychology,
Sociology and Special Education
Majors. CTF needs FT and PT direct
care staff to assist individuals with
developmental disabilities with daily
living skills and individual training
goals in group homes. Looking
for self motivated statt who will
advocate tor the needs of re!">idents.
Shilts available on evenings,
overnights or early morning.
Must be available weekends and
holidays. Must be at least 18 years
oldw/HSdiplomaorGED. Requires
successful completion of criminal
background check. Requires valid
driver's license with satisfactol'y
driving record. Preference given to
applicants who will be available
to work spring break and over the
summer. Apply in person on the
square @ Charleston Transitional
Facility, 521 7th ST., Charleston.
www.ctfillinois.org EOE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/13
!Bartending! Make up to $250/day!
No experience necessary, training
provided. 1-800-965-6520. ext.
239
- - - - - - - 12115

4

~

roommates

Female roonmate needed for fall '09spring '10. 1 block from campus on
3rd and Grart Brand new 5 bedroom

3 bathroom house. Evey room laige
with walk-in closet' Please contact
KITTlTlie at 630456-3514 asap for

•

Fenale sub-le!liOr needed Spring
semester2009l Brand newtcMmllciu5es
on 9th St. Wa9:rer/ Dryer, dishwasher,

rtirbage disposal. 3 bedroom, 2 and
one-half bath. All wood and stone
floors! $350 a month. Call Ali 224637-0)36.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
FemaleSl.b-lessofneeded Spring2009.
~clean, new apt. on 9th St. $35<Y
mo plus utilities Call 847-987-0744.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/12
Fenale Slblet. l bedroom in 3
bedroom house. A.IC, W/D. $200'
month plus utilities. Call Amanda 630364-0092
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114
2 poople. 2 bedroom, 1 bath. Duplex
dose to carrpus. W/D, garage. $375.
618-214-941 l
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
Spri~mer semesters. 1 bedroom
apt. Large spacious living room'dining

room. Kitchen ad 1 bath. TrasMvater
included. Furnished. Call Carriel217)
201-0153.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11118

Subbso- needed, Spring 2009.
Big house, •big bedroom with bay
windowo; $300\'no plus utilities. Call
Kaitlyn at 7Q6.601-<i080.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
2 BR 1 Bath largecluplexwlWD, DW,
hot tub! Pets welcome.AvailablefiJOng
09.$70Gi'l1onlh.618-593-5392
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/20
Three BR House, 14th St.: Carport. W/
D, DW, backyard, 1 hathroom, deck.
Great condition. $65CVMO. 217-2026944
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
Roormlate

wanted Spring 2009

semester: affordable, 1 bedroom In
3 bedroom apartment. loca1E'd 1

block off amp.is. $320 per month.
Furnished, friendly roommates. Call
(847}404-9496
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121
Female for Spring 2009: 1 BR, 1 BA,
Campus Pointe. $36Mvl0 included
utilities. 217-821-7333
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

FemaJe sublESSOf' needed for spring
2009.

Available Immediately! 1
bedroom in 3 bedroom Wplex. Fully
furnished, W/D, DW. $425hnonth.
includes all utilities. Great clean and
friendly roomates. Call (630) 9475423.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
SUBLEASE FOR JANUARY! 1 BR apt.
at 1518 1st St. www.~ls.
con 345-9595

.

__oo·

f• '

torrent

;.s

Fall ci '09: 1 bedcxm apartmel1S
east d ccrrp.lS, recetfy reror.tei
www.RCRrer1als.am or 345-5832.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11113
2 BR it 2152 11th St
~

and q.iiel.

Nev.I modem,

WWW~10 LJls.

345-9595
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11113

CDl1

5

BR. 3 Bath House - 2160 11th St. All

f•'

torrent

2 bedooo\ i bath~ $43~
Call 896-4588

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
·1 bedcxm~$400permcnh
2beaoom~withgarage. $475

permnh. 217-259-6605.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21
Apal1mert b' rert 1 bedcxm available
Dec. 19th. Ne.¥ CartYe Apartn-e1s. 3

can-.u. 1308 Atttur A\e,

new INilh eveytliing. ~ yard 1 1/2
blocks to c:anµis. www~10 llals.
am 345-9595

~flan

3 BR 25 BATH TONNHOUSE: New
oonslruc:tUi, mS see! Call 24 hrs.. 630505-8374.

5 BR 2 bath neMy ~ tu.re
W/O, A.IC, 1arge rocm;, ~ ~
So.ih 12th sb'eel. 508-4343.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

3 & 4 BEdocm 2 Bath Aps. INilh Bla'-d

3BOO BATH APT AT 24W 8th,
FURNISHED, ONLY 7 UNITS LEFT,
NEW ST/oD<ID W/D, ALL INCl..lJSM
PRICB $435 PER PERSON 4 UNITS
ALL Tll.ED, OR 3 UNITS WITH NEW
CARPET. CALL345-62100RVIEW AT
BPROPS.<::0\1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11113

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114

NEW Ftrnitue! W/O and~
included! $350 per person. 217-3456100 www~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114

GET THE HOUSE 'rO.J wmr
BEFORE ff'S GONE! l'DN RENTING
FOR THE 2009-2010 SQ-l(X)L. YEAR:
1,2,3,4, ard 5 BEDROO'vt HOUSf5
CLOSE TO CAMPI.JS. CALL T0\-1 @
708-m-3711 or CATHY o 217-1541311 FOR MORE INFORMATION
WWW.~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114

AVAILABLE IMMEDIAIB.Y: 2 beaoom
I-one. ~ trash and lawn
seM:e induded. No pe!S. S500tror1h..
345-5037.
WWW~

am

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114

3 & 4 Btrluan. 2 Bath Apls. We have
theBESTfa-1.fSS!W/Dand~

ilc:k.Drl! $325 per person. 217-3456100 www~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11114
FAll '09: 4 and 5 bedcxm homes.
~ certral air, trash, and
lawn seM:e ~ No pe!S. $300'
pe.rscntocrth. 345-5037
WWW.
~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/14
Ne# Coostiu:tioo! 3 Bedoan 3 Bath
~ just east d call'µ&

Be the fl'St
lo l~in these new luxi.ro.61..rlits. ~
liidg; ciJ·washer, ~ certral
ai: RCR ~ 345-5832 or www.
RCRrertals..ani
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/18

Av.Uabie )re '09. QuietI ~ iborl IOOCL
1n siie. 1 bedcxm ~tmen, free
parking. ak; pets alkMei 217~

ci9iwashe; trash induded.
$495.M). 217-825-3301
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _11121
11. WID &

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12AJ1

l BD HOUSEAT1613 12th STREETW/
BASfMENT CWV, W/O, GARBAGE
INCl.UDBJ & NICE BAO<YARD.

CALL345-62100R 8PROPS.<::0\1

________ 12<>1

NICE2 BDAPT AT812TAFT, FREEW/O
IN EACH UNfr, FURNISHED, 2 UNITS
ALLTILED,2UNITSALLCARPET. $375
PER PERSON, GARBAGE INCWDID
CALL.345-62100RVlf'N AT 8PROPS.
<::0\1

________

()()

HOUSE$; 2. 3, 4, 5 bedooms. ~

d)es.cislwashers, ai: Closeborrp.is.
345-6967

________

()()

RECENTlY REfv'ODELED. 5 bedooo\
2 bath tu.re Close D carrp.is.
Dishwasher, ~ c:B1tral air.

________
345-6967

()()

NCMIRENTINGFALL '09. EARLY BIRD
SPEQAl.5. ~ Rq,.e TOMilouses,

3-4 bedooms. ~~wale',
tJa9\ ceval air 234-7368

________

18129thStoffes1,2,3,4BR~ ~

are fUly fulishecl and~ Pari<i-g
and trash ind.dOO, l<Udy Q(l prerises,
ard dz;k-to<Ewn sw.dy ~
LocaDy CM'l1ed b 14 }EBl1i- Please call
k> schedile a sOO.vrg 348-0673, le£M!
a message.
()()

~ ~ 2003! 2 BR~ certral

ai; wt1, no pets, trash induded. 617 w.
Qcn. $275 per person, $500 b' orie.

________

WWW~

217-348-3075

()()

AffOR™BLE APARTMENTS cbie to

J45-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
FOR 2009-2010: VERY NICE 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 7, AND 8 BR HOUSES ANO
TCMINHOUSES. ALL EXCEUENT
LOCATIONS.
FOR
WORE
INFORMATION, CALL 217-493-7559,
OR VISIT US AT www~

a:rn.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

EASTERNIWNOISPROPER11ESt-DN
SHOMNG 2003-2010 2.3.4.S,6,7,8
BEDROO'vt
APARnv\ENTS,
DUPLEXES, HOUSES.
VIEW
PROPERTIES AT WWW.8PROPS.
COM OR CALL 217-345-6210.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

WWWJBAPARTMENTS.<::0\1

()()

BU SIJ.rl:ns, v.e have the fB:e for }OJI

________

I.EASES.
5048

00
2 a3 BR.SHORTWAU<TOCAMPUS
$250 PERiffRSON. 3 BR. AWAY
ffiOvl CAMPI.JS. BOTH WITH

APPLIANCES, W/D. TRASH. PHCM
345-7244, 649-0651

________

()()

Large 1 bedooo\ fM! blocks flan 00
Main. W/O. $37Sl'north. No pe!S. 2731395.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Efficiency, cbie b GITpJS, $32StrOOI\
~ Uilities, M:.. Male OOy, ro
srrokB-@.no pe!S. 345-3232, cBy.;.

________

()()

FOR RENT: Oie, T~ and Thee
Bedoan Apartrre1s, ™>blocks &an

GUYS! GIR15! GREATRATES! Hou!ies
cbie k> canlJUS 2,3,4,5,6,7 bedooms.
All Wiarces irrlrlngcislwashersand
wa9:-esl dyers. 345-6967.
()()

All New! Great for ~ 1921
9th St $.5.SOfiOO per mcnh. WWW.
jensenr'e1als.c1 345-6100
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Vlll.AGE RENTALS 2009-2010 Rentals.
1 &2 BRaps, 3 &4 BRhouses. Call 217345-2516 fa-an appoil1Jneri.

c:anµis.

3 BO' 2 1/2 BATHR00\1 HOUSE.
OPEN FLOOR Pl.AN, \MJOD
FlDORS, NEW CARPET, W/D, CWV,
FURNISHED, O.OSE TO CAMPUS.
CALL345-62100R VIEW AT 8PROPS.
<::0\1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12AJ1
l'DN LEASlNG FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
YEAR! 1, 2, AND 3 BEDR00\1
FUU.Y RJRNISHED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE AT GREAT LOCATIONSl
CAU. lODAYTOSEETHEM' UNIQUE
HO'vlES PROPERTIES, (217) 345-5022

APARTMENT ID RENT FOR SPRING
'09! LOCATED RlGKT NEXT TO
CAMPI.JS, FULI.Y FURNISHED, AND
SP,A{]()US FLOOR Pl.ANS UNIQUE
HO'vlES PROPERTIES, (217) 345-5022
WWW.llliq..oe-propertinet

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

l'DN LEASING FOR 09-10 SCHOOL
YfARl UNIQUE PROPERTIES 1
BEDRCX:M DUPLEXES LCXATED AT
1304411-tT. A&B. GREATLCXATION
CALLTODAYTOSEETHEM! (217)3455022 OR VISIT OUR WEBSITT, www.
~
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12115

bedooo\

large ~
Avaiable Deani:>er 16th. Gt 00)'.
Ideal for a CXX,flle. $365 a mnh. 743
6di St. 345-6127 a 508-6596.
1

extra

________ ()()

3 & 4 Bedoan 2 Bath Aps. INilh Brand

BEDR00\1 2 BATH APARTMENTS.
1026 EIXAR. 217-549-3241.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121

NEW li.riue! W/O and~
irrlx:led1 $350 per person. 217-3456100 WWW.~

House for rert ~ '09. $33(}hm, 1

________

BR\'#~

Sl.JlvVv1ERifALL '09: 1, 2, & 4 BR

·· ·....····•1r1Z1'

2 BR fummed ~ trash & wau
induded. $265mm. AND 4 BR
TOMilouses, 2 112 ~ W/O. Trash
ix:lu:led 348-5427cr549-1957

112 block from C<ll1'1JUS. 10 ~

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12Al1

FALL 09: 3, 2 BEDROO'vt HOUSES, 2

Stopl7,1201510thSl Call

()()

bedooms. 345-6967.
________
()()

WWW~

fm 815-351-7009

7746. www.Oaieslc.olt.Aps.coo1

torrent

5 BO' 15 BATH HOUSE. OR 6 BO'
2 BATH HOUSE. ONLY 2 B1GGER
HOUSES LEFTlll \MJOD FLOORS,
TILE. & NEW CARPET, NICE BACK
PORCH, CWV, W/D, & GARBAGE
INQ.UDBJ. CALL345-62100RV1EW
AT BPROPS.<::0\1

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/15

HOUSE FOR RENT! 6 bedoorns (5
UI kik:tei and laurdy rocm, 3
ful baths, large liviig and ~ 11'.lOO\
k1sd spare Call 217-496.J084.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11121
303 POLK: 2+ BR for 2009-2010. Sole
~ W/O, atlle. $6SOMO. 6JO.a85..
3543
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

________

f•'

carp.ts b' ~a girls. Sttm, 1, 3, 4

-~------11119
BRITTANY RJDGE TONNHOUSES:

~

torrent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12AJ1

6427

Fall 09-10. 4-5 bedocrr6, ~
ctisl'M'asher, carpet. lardy, was-,,,,J
d)e: ALL BRAND NEW! Close ID
C<ll1'1JUS. MUST SEE!! 708-724-6753
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/19
GREAT LOCATIOJ'>.I: Ne.vly remxleiai
3 beaoom home cfirecdy aoa;s flan
Rec Cam: All lillities nctuded! $450
perperson. Call 549-5296
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/21

f•

()()

~ ~ locations. AW'linES
lrt:kded $240-$49SMO. Ph. 348-

3 & 4 Btrluan. 2 Bath Aps. We have
theBESTforl..5S!W/Dand~

incWedl $325 per person. 217-3456100

WWW.~

OldMai\.~al$.350M0.217-549-

1060
________

()()

El«:elle't localicn 2 bedcxm ~ All
~ Great~ 273-2048

________

()()

1 &rlooTI Houseaam; tTan Buzzad

________
________

()()

Driftv.ood ~trneri for nn 2
hlrloan for Fall '08. Spocia1 ~
$.550 per rno1ih. 217·276-4509.
_ _ _ 00

fa Rent 5 crd 6 bedcxm to.res one
block off carp.ts on 7th St 4 beaoom
~ ard snrios availal:ie. Call

________
217-728-8709.

()()

fa lease: 09-10. 2 and 4 Bedoon
homes. ~~al blhi.ag or
217-273-0675

________

()()

WeH<M!theUnitb'YOJ! ~Heijn
1509 s. 2nd 31:dl.5ba Glm.\OOd 1905
12th 1,2br 1\:1 wataf~ Lym-Ro
1201 Artlu 1,2,31nvid in all lllls. Stop
17,i o'fce al 1509 5. 2nd acall 345-0936
lsrozel<@aol.am

________

()()

YOU CAN'T GET ANY Q.OSER! Park
Plare Apartmrt is ~ b Fall 2003.
1;2 ard 3 bedcxm fulishecl apartmert.
We ha-.1! the size and pr.re b fit }<llJ'
nee:is. Stop 17,i 715 Clari A~ #101 or

________

call348-1479~.con
()()

EXCEU£NT LOCA~ 1 bedcxm
~tn ellS iMlilcble ~ 2009.
www~J48.a249

________

()()

WWW.CHUCKTOWNRENTALS.
<::0\1
()()

________
Udes:

~ 5, 6,

ard 7 BR houses,

Large 1 beaoom aps. Very cb;e I>
~ irl.r:led. 2732048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

Available .1<11 lst I BR 3(X. W.S ;rd
trash ind.dOO, off street ~ $400

mo.

&rnanai1St.~345-1266

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

AVAILABLE
SPRlNG
2CX1.l.
DISCOUNTED RENT! N'icelbedrun
rouse, C.A, W/D, l:w, df..'ilreet ~
Call 217.,202-4456
~-------00
'tOU'VE SEEN THE REST, r-oN
TRY THE BESn!!! Canµ.is A:ft
Apartmelis offers 2 and 3 be:hxnl'
INilh indiviiial leases AND rooomE
malching. Ox rert incWes CABl..E, I-iiSPEED INTCRNET, PHONf, WATER.
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus, we ~
~ $6(}.$75 bNard yru- nmHy
electric bc11!!1 • • • AND THAl'S i'KJT
AW Wehavea 24-h:udihiu;et!icf
offes a tn1ing bed, fmess CB1B; jjll1l!
nxm. ard ~ lcb wih ririlm
pri1il} CALL 345-6001 a visl www.
~krlly!

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
LOOKING FOR A BARCAN'
BRITTANY Rl!XETOM'IHOUSES: J.
4bErloal\ $200pP. ~ ~
Wcie; tJa9\ certral ai: 234-7368

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
WWWJEN'iENRENTALS.CO\A
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00
OLDETONNE APARTMENTS: 1, 2. &.
3 BEDROOv\S. Q.OSE ID CM1PUS.
4 LOCATIONS ID O-tOaiE FRCM.

345-65:P

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00

_ _ _ _S_
PO_RT~
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Hullum headed back to Dalon Sepe. 25 and underwent surFY from Dr. Robert Chapman. She
Mti ro wear an arm brace for four to
11 ~ and had four to six momhs
projected co fully recover. The brace
rverely limited her activicy levels.
That period saw Hullum not being
mle to condition much. She said with
the brace finally off, she would begin
mrming, range of morion exercises
IKi shoulder screngchen ing drills.
Arhletic trainer Katie McCormack
•~isting Hullum in her rehab. Hulmn goes to McCormack twice daily
~ times a week.
Rehab docs noc discourage Hul-

season ready co go," Hullum said.
Experience gained from observation is key for Hullum next season.
Even rhough freshmen Madison Barr,
Melanie Boykins, Hannah Deterding
and Brittney Wallace have learned on
the court, Hullum is learning about
scraccgics and march adjustments.
Every march SttS Hullum with a
clipboard and pen studying rhe opponent. Bennett said Hullum also speaks
up in the locker room co inform her
teammates abour opponent strategies.
"She's learned a lot," Bennett said.
"Sometimes in a red-shirt year, you
can learn as much or more than an
eligible year."
Hullum said since she is an active
achle1c - she excelled at four sporrs in
high school - that sitting on the sidelino is extremely trying. However, she
has delved into recognizing srraiegies
to make the mosr of her down time.
"You sec a lot of things differently
on the sidelines," Hullum said. "The
girls on rhe coun are in chc game and
don't always notice what the other
ream is doing."
·
Beginning Spring 2009, Hullum
will panicipare in 1he spring exhibition season and get the rust off.
Hullum said she is excited co scan
playing again, and chat excitement has
led ro confidence in her game.
"Observing college volleyball (will)
make me able co use my skills more
efficiently," Hullum said. "I also have
four years left."
lhis season has been loss after grueling loss fur the Panthers. But Eascern can look forward co next season
when a talented - and fully healed Hullum can help lead the Panthers ro
a brighter outcome.

"I jusc have ro stay on crack with
rhab and come back stronger by next

Bob Bajek can be reached ac 581-7944
or ac rcbajek@eiu.edu.

Injury is not a new experience for
um. During her sophomore year

iVan High School in Van, Texas, she
her right knee before baskerscason and missed a few weeks.
Hullum said she docs not feel any
uaJ·pain from the past injury.
Hullum said she hurt her shoulder
· gaJuly practice.
She and head coach Lori Bendected to have surgerv to fix rhe
lc:in for good and use a red-shirt
1his season. Bcnnerr said the decinwas hard ro make because she
projected Hullum in 1he Pan' starting lineup.
"When it was che first month of
ice before she needed surgCI), she
in che cop iwo oucside hicrers,"
nerr said. "She is a very strong
payer and will add a lot of srrengch to
~ ((3Jll."

mn.

>> Spoiler
FROM PAGE 12
Sophomore goalkeeper Alex
Riggs has been impressive for che
Bears so far this season with a 1.04
goals against average in 19 games.
Howarth said Missouri Scace
likes ro play a direct scyle and the
Panthers need co make sure chey
play well in the backline.
He said che Panthers need to

make sure che Bears do nor ger
rhe ball long behind che Eastern
defenders.
Sophomore midfielder Darby
Kehoe said Missouri Stare plays a
scyle similar co Easrern and like to
play at the nee and over che top.
He said in order to win the game
chis time around Eastern must do a
better job defending set pieces.
"We have been working at practice at getting ac screeching the ball
ouc wide and defending sec pieces,"
Kehoe said.

Eastern has won in che firsc
round of the MVC Tournament in
the last cwo seasons.
Last season they defeated Drake
1-0 in Des Moines, Iowa. In 2006,
che Panthers downed the Bea.rs 3-1
in Peoria.
1he winner of the Easrern-Missouri Stace march will face No. l
seed Creighron on Friday ar a rime
yet to determined.
Don Cusack can be reached at 5817944 or ac dscusack@e1u.edu

WE WERE

SO AHEAD
OF OUR
TIME'.

GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

lb~ N~\tt

itfork
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Crossword
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.a Played the first
2
3
~-r.:,,....-T.:e--ir:;-1~s:--10 11
12
13
1 1980s sitcom
card
14
built around the so High, in a way
Tanner family
s2 Hunting aids
11
4 W.W. I French
56 Book before
fighter planes
Obadiah
20
9 Alternative to a
60 That, to Teodoro
wagon
23
61 Computer key
14 Agnus_
62 Hot
rs Northern native 64 Place to get an
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FOOTBALL I NOTEBOOK

Leman moves to middle linebacker
By SCOTT RICHEY

Sports Editor

Thar did not happen ac the scare of
the season.
"Larson's been a survivor his
whole career," Bellantoni said. "He
just finds a way co ger ir done, so we
were looking for a way co gee Cory
on che fidd a lictle more."
Larson's finger injury kept Leman
on che strong side until che SEMO
game, bur he has been at middle
linebacker ever since. Bellantoni said
Leman and sophomore linebacker
Nick Nasti have steadily improved as
che season's progressed.
"I think they're scarring ro
become che players we thought
they'd become,~ Bellanroni said.
"They're physical, and they're hardnosed kids. They want ro be good,
and I tlllnk chcy push each ocher."

Eastern red-shirt freshman linebacker Cory Leman made che swicch
from outside linebacker co middle
linebacker for good in rhe Panthers'
24-21 win against Southeast Missouri on Oct. 18. Leman had seven
ra.cl<lcs against the Redhawks, which
was good for third on the ream.
The Champaign native had 10
more tackles from middle linebacker in the Panchers' next rwo games
combined, bur he had his best J?Crforrnance of the year in Easrern's 4524 loss against Tennessee Stace on
Sarurday ac LP Field in Nashville,
Tenn. Leman had nine tackles (six
solo) to lead che Panthers' defense.
Leman is now fourth on the ream
in total rack!~ with 45. He has one Three-way tie
and a half tackles for loss, half a at top of conference
sack, one pass broken up, one pass I Tennessee Stace, Tennessee Mardefended and one quarterback hur- tin and Eastern Kenrucky arc alJ
ry to round ouc his defensive effort tied for first place in the Ohio Valso far this season.
ley Conference standings with 5-1
"He's obviously stepped up, records.
and he's doing a great job," Eastern
The No. 16-ranked Tigers, howdefensive coordinator Roe Bellanto- ever, arc ar an advantage because they
ni said about Leman. "He's far from hold a tie-breaking win against both
perfect and he'll be the first one co che Skyhawks and the Colonels.
1elJ you, bur he's ge1Cing better."
AJI three reams play chis week,
Bellantoni said the plan for bur it is Tennessee State with che
Leman this season was initially co biggest challenge. The Tigers play
leave him ar rhe srrong side line- Jacksonville State in Jacksonville,
backer position because the coach- Ala. The Gamecocks are currently in
ing staff choughr he had a good fourth place in the league.
chance co bear out red-shirt senior
Jacksonville Seate head coach Jack
James Larson for the starting spot. Crowe said the Gamecocks wouJd

>> New faces
FROM PAGE 12

He received his master's degree
in business administration in 2006
from Eastern Oregon.
"Athletics is an interesting line of
work," Mocrsch said. "You have ro
uavel and relocate in the country in
order to move up."
Moersch had co adjust co Easccrn's smaller budget when it comes
to planning.
"The bigg~t adjuscmenc from
Oregon State is crying co accompli~h
chis goal char we could do," Mocrsch
said. "We might not have the same
budget or resources as a Pac- l 0
school, buc it's an opportunity to be:
creanve.
Parr of che three-co-five year
plan that Mocrsch is concentrating on is growing the fan base, Panther Club and fundraising. Markee-

...

ing and facilities are ocher focuse!> of
rhe plan, too.
Boch Moersch and Burke arc
working on developing the three co
five year plan for che achJetic depart- '
ment. Burke said she trusts Moersch
because of his experiences ac Oregon
State and "getting the big picrure
while nor everyone docs."
Acrendancc is a project Moersch
is developing. He is trying co increase
ticket sales for both men's and women's basketball.
"There is no reason why Lanrz
Arena· isn't filled every game,"
Moersch said. "Ir's nor fundraising co gee students in, bur supporting the team. If you wane a winning
program, coaches and players feed
off the emotion of the crowd."
Ar Oregon Stare, Moercsh helped
senior administracors developed a
Web sire program called "Everyday
Champions," which highlighted scudcnc achlcces as people ro humanize them. With the positive r6ponse

Youngstown
Apartments
- Central Air

Defense, special teams
lead to Racers' win

KAROLINA STRACK I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Red-shirt freshman linebacker Cory Leman made the move to middle
linebacker from the strong side against Southeast Missouri on Oct. 18.
Leman is now the Panthers' fourth-leading tackler.

face the biggest challenge of the year
when they host Tennessee Stace.
"There is probably no other ream
rhat ranks as high in the conference
both offensively and defensivdy,"
Crowe said. "To be: at this point, we
still feel like there's a piece of chc pie
our there for us wich a win. Wc'U be:
extremely motivated in every way to
play the bc:sc we can."
Tennessee Scace head coach James
Webster said when he first started in
rhe OVC as a head coach he looked
through che history and past scatis-

tics of che league ro see what it cook
co win che conference tide. What he
said he saw were the things JacksonvilJe State did well.
"They were able ro run the football," Webscer said. "lhcy were rhe
best defensive foocbaJI ream in the
league. Those were things I felt like
I had to do in order co compete for
the OVC championship. I re-aJized
then, and I still say, if you wane co
win this league, I srill say rhe championship goes through Jacksonville
Stare."

from the Oregon Stare community,
Moersch and Burke are working on
an Eastern version.
"We are developing the entire
person," Moersch said. "This is a
message co the donors that the money chey arc giving us is helping these
people."
His assistant, Bos, is more familiar wirh rhe campus.
She was a swimmer and marketing major at Eastern and graduated
in 2002.
Bos recently returned co Charlesron when her husband, Matt Bos,
became che new head swimming
coach.
"Ir was exciting because we were
both part of che college," Bos said.
"It's nice ro be back and good opportunities for both of us."
After graduating, she worked in
corporate marketing director for
Tearaway Magazine in New Zealand
and Newell Rubbermaid but she did
nor enjoy it.

The philanrhropic office then
switched co coaching co Trinity University ar San Antonio, Swimming
with the Stars camps and the "Whispering Oaks Blue Marlins" club,
wh.icb consisted of 150 students.
Bos then chose to teach, where
she instructed fourth graders at
Somerser Elemenrary School in
Somerset, Texas la~t year. When she
and her husband moved to Charleston for Matt's new job as men's and
women's swim coach, Bos wanted to continue reaching. but found
our she would have co attend graduate school.
Matt encouraged her co apply for
philanthropic officer.
"With her background in marketing and athletics, ic seemed a
good fir for her," Marr said.
Her husband's assessment of her
suitability for the job was accurate ro
Bos' personality.
"The position was a perfecc marriage of my markcring skills and edu-

cation along with my helpful personality," she said.
One of her main goals is to
reconnect with former achJeres who
graduated within the lase 20 years
and support student achletes as fans
and donors.
"Giving shouJd be something
celebrated," Bos said. "It is a direct
relarionship wirh the donor and che
athletes success."
An alumni e-newsletter is being
developed by Bos to feature a noca·
ble former scudenc athlete. This
month, she concacred Kyle Hill of
the 2001 NCAA Tournament qual·
ifying men's baskerbalJ ream and he
cold her what Easrem's fans meant 10
him.
"He said chc fans pro\ided
the momentum for che ream and
remembers their support seven years
lacer," Bos said.
Bob Bajek can be reached at 581-7944
or at nbajek@etu.edu
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Scott Rchey can be reached at S8 7944 or at srr chey@eiu.edu.
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Cambridge & Nantucket

Murray State and Southeast .Missouri were rwo of rhe rop offenses in che OVC, srarisdcally speak·
ing, before the rwo teams met Sat·
urday afternoon at Stewart Stadium
in Murray, Ky. Both reams arc in rhc
top five in the league in coraJ offense
But it was the Racers' defense
and special reams that led to Mur·
ray State's 17-10 home vietory. Mur·
ray Scare held the Redhawks' offense
co just four yards rushing and 192
roraJ yards on 62 plays. JUnior defensive end Austen Lane led che Racm'
strong defensive effort with three and
a half sacks rocaling 43 lose yards for
SEMO.
Murray Scace head . coach Maa
Griffin said the game againsr the
Rcdhawks was physical, but Lane
played well.
"He played the way he's capable
of playing week in and week out, and
that's what we need to get from him,"
Griffin said. "We're going ro n~
him chis week against a vety good
football ream in Eastern Kencucky:
Murray State aJso gor IO of its 17
poinrs from its special reams. Fresh·
man kicker Kienan CuJlen scored the
Racers' first points on a 24-yard field
goal, and junior wide receiver Derrick
Town~el returned a punt 64 yards for
a rouchdown.

FR E TO EIU
STUDENTS~
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THE EXPERTS
SCOTT

RICHEY
Sports Editor
Last Week: 3-1
\.
overall: 49-12
Scott is a senior journalism major
an d is In h is t h ird year covering

Southeast Missouri vs.
Eastern Kentucky vs.
No. 18 Tennessee Martin Murray State

Jacksonville State vs.
No. 16 Tennessee State

EIU24
APSU 13

UTM35
SEM033

EKU30
MSU20

TSU35
JSU 33

Panthers make the
move back to .500
with a win against
Austin Peay. Second
win eludes the Govs

SEMO is good at home,
but the Redhawks are
no match for a highpowered offense that
hung close to Auburn

Colonels get a win at
home and keep their
OVC title hopes alive
even though Racers
put up a good fight.

JSU holds tight at home,
but the Tigers' offense is
simply too much at the
end of the day. TSU QB
Antonio Heffner

Eastern Illinois vs.
Austin Peay

_E_as_te_rn~at_h_le_ti_cs_(t_w_o_f_or_f_oo_t_b_al_l).~~y-et_a_g~a~in_·~~~--'-o_n_s_at_u_rd_a_Y·~~~--,-~~~~~~~+-ac_c_o_un_t_s_fo_r_to_u_r_sc_o_re_s.~
DAN

CUSACK
Asst. Sports
Editor

f

Last Week: 4-0
Overall: 50-11
Dan is a sophomore journalism
major and is in his second year
covering Eastern athletics.

KEVIN

MURPHY
Managing
Editor
last Week: 3-1
Overall: 49-12
Kevin is a junior journalism major
and is in his third year covering
Eastern athletics.

EIU 15
APSU 7
The Panthers return
to their winning ways
with a victory against
Austin Peay. The Govs
are still years away
from fully
competing in OVC.

EIU35
APSU 17
Govs stick around in
game following off
week, but the
Panthers' defense
stops Austin Peay's
offense in the second
half.

UTM 31
SEMO 7

EKU 37
MSU 28

UTM quarterback Cade Eastern Kentucky stays
in title contention
Thompson has a big
game through the air in with a double-digit
the Skyhawks'win as he win at home. The
Colonels' hold off a
throws four
late Racers' charge for
touchdowns to three
the victory.
different receivers.

I UTM42
SEMO 17
Skyhawks get back to
work after hanging with
middling SEC team last
weekend for a half. But
SEMO doesn't stand a
chance against
powerful UTM offense.

When: Noon Saturday
Where: Roy Kidd Stadium;
Richmond, Ky.

11TiJ'itl
•

When: 1 p.m. Saturday
Where: Houck Stadium;
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

@

/If

When: 1:30 p.m. Saturday
Where: O'Brien Stadium;
Charleston

@

JSU 34
TSU 30

-

Close games come
down to who is playing
at home and who has
the best player on the
field. The Gamecocks
will have both
advantages.

TSU42

EKU42
MSU 16

JSU 35

Dynamic EKU offense
doesn't let down
against Racers, as
Murray State loses to
its deeper and
stronger in-state
rival.

Tigers win in a
shootout on the road
and keep marching
toward the OVC
regular season title and
an automatic playoff
berth.

•

When: 2 p.m. Saturday
Where: Paul Snow
Stadium; Jacksonville, Ala.

@

OVC STANDINGS
School
Tennessee State
Tennessee Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
Murray State
bstem Illinois
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay

ovc

Tennes~Tech

1-6

5-1
5-J
5-1
5-2
3-3

OveraU
8-2
7-3
6-3
7-3
4-6

2-4

4-6

1-5

3-7
1-8
3-8

1-5

Game of the Week

,._.

TIGERS GAME NOTES

·Head Coach: James
Webster (21-22 in fourth
season)
·Wins in their final two
games will secure the
Tigers' third OVC title since
1999.
·TSU won the last
meeting between the two
teams with a 38-31 victory
in 2006.
·The Tigers finished
undefeated at LP Field for
the first time since 1999.
TSU beat Eastern Illinois on
Saturday for a 5-0 record at
home.
· Senior running back
Javarris Williams rushed for
his 42nd career touchdown
against the Panthers and is
now is at the .top of the TSU
career rushing touchdowns
list.

-

@JACKSONVILLE
STATE
(7-3, 5-2 OVC)

TENNESSEE
STATE
(8-2, 5-1 OVC)

WHEN: 2 P.M. SATURDAY
WHERE: PAUL SNOW STADIUM
JACKSONVILLE, ALA.
OVC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
OFFENSE

DEFENSE
.. Murray State
Jr. DE Austen
Lane

· Tennessee
State Sr. QB
Antonio
Heffner

-Had seven
tackles and
three-and-a
half sad<.s in the
Racers' 17-10 win against
Southeast Missouri. Now leads
the OVC in sacks (1 O).

-Had four
touchdowns
(four passing,
one rushing) in the Tigers' 45·24
win against Eastern Illinois. Had
223 yards total offense.

GAMECOCKS GAME NOTES

· Head Coach: Jack Crowe
(70-72 in 14th season)
·Junior quarterback Ryan
Perrilloux threw for 252
yards and two touchdowns
against Tennessee Tech on
Saturday. It was the sixth
time this season he had
thrown for multiple scores.
·Perrilloux also became the
third JSU quarterback to
throw for more than 2,000
yards in a season.
·Senior kicker Gavin
Hallford scored his 303rd
career point against the
Golden Eagles. He is just
the third player in OVC
history to reach the 300point plateau and needs
seven more points to reach
the ..No. 2 career spot._ _ • . •

OVC SCHEDULE

NEWCOMER
·UT Martin
Jr.WR Mike
Hicks

• Murray State
Jr.PR/WR
Derrick
Townsel

-Caught 12
passes for 132
yards and two
touchdowns
in the Skyhawks' road loss to
Auburn. Both scores came in the
red zone.

- Returned a
punt 64 yards
fora
touchdown to secure Racers' win.
First Murray player to return a
punt for a touchdown since 2005.

OVC WEEK 9 SCOREBOARD
Southeast Missouri 10

Murray State 17

Eastern Illinois 24
Tennessee State 45

COURTESY OF JACKSONVILLE STATE SPORTS INFORMATION

Jacksonville State junior quarterback Ryan Perrilloux drops back to pass
in a game this season. Perrilloux, a Louisiana State transfer, leads the

.Q~i'2 Y~IJcy_ c~11f~~en.c~ ii} p~ssJ11g Y<!f9? p~~ 9~1)1_e.~i~~ 219.9~ -

Tennessee Martin 20

Aubum37

Jacksonville State 41
Tennessee Tech 17

MEN'S SOCCER I EASTERN VS. MISSOURI STATE

NATIONAL SPORTS

Panthers look to be spoiler

COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Central Michigan at N. Illinois I
7 tonight on ESPN

Rematch with Bears
scheduled for
first-round match
By DAN CUSACK
Assistant Sports Editor
It's win or it's season finished
for the Eastern men's soccer ream
as che Panthers travel co Evansville,
Ind., for the fim round of the
Missouri Valley Conference Tournament. The Panthers must win
the tournament to get che automatic bid to play in che NCAA
ColJege Cup.
Eastern will begin its journey
today when they play Missouri
Scace in the opening round at 5
p.m. at Black Beauty Field.
The Panthers played che Bears
on Nov. I and lost 1-0 in overtime. Eastern, the No. 6 seed, wilJ
look co play spoil~r against Missouri Stace ancl continue its season
at lease one more match.
Missouri Seate junior forward
Nick Dryden scored che lone goal
in overtime ro beat Eastern in rhe
97th minute off an assist from
freshman midfielder Gerard Barbero JU. Eastern freshman midfielder Ryan Child had an excellent chance. co score in the overtime period when one of his shots
was cleared at the goal line.
In their last match-up Eastern
allowed 20 Bears' shots, but were
effective at making Missouri Stace
cake poor percentage shoes from a
disrance. Eastern head coach Adam
Howarth said limiting rhe Bears co
long distance shoes would be key
for the Panthers.
"We have co exploit the space
they give us this time," Howarth
said. "We have ro make sure we
conuol the balJ and Urnit our mistakes.•

Dick Vitale
It may be November, but it Is
never too early to start thinking
about March Madness. Just ask
·oickie v.· (above). College hoops
tipped off Monday with Duke laying waste to Scrub State (Presbyterian) 80-49. Eastern begins Its 20082009 season Saturday against Ball
State. The Panthers are hoping to
get a berth to the NCAA Tournament for the first time since 2001.
Here are three teams that are
contenders to cut down the nets in
March.

AMIR PRELLBERG I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Junior midfielder Jim Adee plays the ball against Creighton freshman midfielder Kris Clark Saturday at Lakeside Field. Eastern lost its final home match against the Bluejays 5-3. The Panthers will travel to Evansville, Ind.,
today to compete against Missouri State in the first round of the Misssouri Valley Conference Tournament.

The Panthers will practice on
the turf, something Howarth said
is good for Eastern because it
makes them play faster.
"The guys arc excited," Howarth said. "This is the season. This
will decide if we arc going to play
again next week."
Missouri Scare has been a sur-

prise this season in the MVC.
After being picked ro finish
lase in the preseason coaches' poll,
rhe Bears had an impressive 3-1-1
record in the conference.
Thar was good enough for third
place and the No. 3 seed in the
cournamenc.
The Bears are led by a balanced

offensive attack as nine different
players have scored a goal so far
chis season.
Freshman midfielder Heath
Melugin leads the team with three
goals, while four other players have
contributed rwo goals.

»

1. North Carolina - Tyler Hansbrough returns for his senior year with
the Tar Heels to win a national title and
prove that America loves slow white
people who hustle. The Tar Heels
should be a favorite to return to the fl.
nal Four as they return the top six scor·
ers from last year's team.
2. Connecticut - The fate of the
Huskies may fall on their All-American
center Hasheem Thabeet Like Hansbrough, Thabeet could have been a
first round pick in this year's NBA Draft.
but elected to stay in college. With the
7-3 center on the floor it will be nearly
impossible for teams to score Inside.
3. UCLA - The Bruins may have lost
center Kevin Love to the NBA, but that
doesn't mean they will not be a threat
this season to return to the Anal Four.
Coach Ben Howland is one of the best
in the country with young talent and
could make the Bruins a surprise Anal
Four team.

SEE SPOILER, PAGE 9

-Dan Cusack

ATHLETICS I SPOTLIGHT

New faces join athletic department
Recently-hired Bos,
Moersch enthusiastic
in expanding Eastern's
fundraising
By BOB BAJEK
Staff Reporter
The Eastern achletic department

has kn in constant change this year
with three athletic directors and the
retirement of key administrators.
With those changes comes new
faces and new ideas.
Joel Moersch and Amanda Bos
were hired by Athletic Director Barbara Burke in mid-October and are
already working on expanding fundraising for the athletic department.
This hiring came on the heels of
Associate Athletic Director John
Smiths and Assistant Athletic Direccor of Development Pam ColJins'
rccenr retirements.
Burke restrucrured Smith's position to rwo separate casks, changing the external model of the depart-

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EAST£RN NEWS
Joel Moersch and Amanda Bos were hired in mid-October by athletic
director Barbara Burke as the fundraising team for the athletic department Moersch and Bos plan on expanding fundraising for the athletic
department.

menr.

Moersch was hired as assistant
athletic director of philanthropy and
Bos is the philanthropic officer as

Moersch's assistant.
"I'm rrying ro create opportunities
co multiply resources," Burke said.
"(Moersch's) job is overseeing the

Panther Club, recciving mid-major
donations and growing the athletic department's financial resources.
(Bos) is in charge of the day-co-day
operations of the Panther Club and
growing fundraising support."
Buke said both new employees
were strong candidaces.
"(Bos) has ties to Eastern as a student arhlerc," Burke said. "She brings
history of competing here and she's
young, excited and full of energy.
Joel has the ambition co be an arhleric director. What I see in him is a
man very orga.niz.ed, professional and
cager co learn."
Mocrsch came co Eastern after a
year and half as the executive assistant to the achleric director at Oregon Srate.
He worked as the director of marketing and sporrs information at his
alma macer, Eastern Oregon.
"Those two jobs are busy and
shouldn't be combined," Moersch
laughed. He also played bascbalJ
there for three years.

»

BOB BAJEK

'Waiting
in the
•

wings
Five freshmen volleyball players reported co camp in July. Four
were able co play.
One ofEasrern's freshmen, outside hitter Shannon Hullum, suffered a season ending injury co her
left labrum before she could play
one march for the Panrhers.
Despite rhe injury, Hullum has
learned about volleybalJ scrarcgy
and figures co be an integral part
of the Panther attack in the 2009
season.

»

SEE NEW FACES, PAGE 10

SEE BAJEK, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE

I

MEN'S SOCCER
Today vs. Missouri State
Sp.m. - Evansville, Ind.

I

.. '

M & W SWIMMING
Friday at Western Illinois
S:30 p.m. - Macomb

I

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Friday vs. Miami (Ohio) I
7 p.m. - Lantz Arena

VOLLEYBALL
Friday at Tennessee State
7 p.m. - Nashville, Tenn.

I

...

M & W CROSS COUNTRY
Saturday at NCAA Regionals I
11 a.m. - Stillwater, Okla.

FILE PHOTO I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Heather Carnahan, a senior Spanish major, reads her book for class in her room in McKinney Hall. Carnahan has lived on campus all four years and said, •it is nice to not have to worry
about paying bills:"

Hudson says economy
could shape the future
pus cost, any financial aid can be
credited co chose bills," Hudson said.
He said there is nor a significant
amount of costs up front when you
By BRITTNI GARCIA
live on campus. However, he often
Campus Editor
hears landlords asking of much larger deposit amounts as wdl as firsr and
Jenny Knystlrowski, a freshman lase months rent.
mach major, enjoys living on campus
Julie Huber, a freshman math
and plalls co stay on campus for the major, said she has seen what the
next few years.
economy has <lone to people around
"Being on campus, you don't have her and plans to stay in the residence
co walk as far and l don't have a car," halls next year.
she said. "I'd racher live in a dorm
"I like living here because it is close
to everything, and it's a communicy,"
chan an expensive apamncnt."
She rcalii.cd che economy has hit Huber said. "You get co know a lot of
many people, but for her she doesn't people and sec more faces than you
sec ic jusc yec. Gas for her car would would in an apartment building."
be che only necessity she could sec
Hudson hopes he sees a rise in on
being coscly.
campus living.
Some students would racher stay
"We have done significant renovaon campus where they believe ic is tions and continue to enhance what
cheaper, while others are living off is offered," Hudson said.
campus where chey can control che
In the past six years overall satisamount of money they spend on a faction has incrca.scd from 84 percent
monchly basis.
positive to 93.4 percent.
Mark Hudson, director of HousHudson said the reason the cost of
ing and Dining Services, believes the living goes up on campus is co cover
economy may have an impaa on stu- che increasing costs of gas, water and
dent decisions whether or not co live dcctricity.
on campus.
"Costs have gone up ro live on
"Since livins on campus is a cam- campus the lasr few years ~ 5

Students prefer space,
cost in choosing place

FILE PHOTO ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Because Lincoln Hall is In the process of getting new laundry facilities,
sophomore elementary education major Claire Smith has to bring her
laundry to Stevenson Hall.

and 7 percenr," Hudson said.
Caiclin Dowling, a sophomore
psychology major, will be living off
campus nexc year in an apartmenr.
"I wane a bigger space, and I am
willing to pay for ic," Dowling said.
However, she believes ic may be
cheaper because of the meal plan she
will have herself and it may cosc her
less with the food she buys.
"lf che cosc decreases for on campus living, I would consider ic again,"
Dowling said.
Hudson bdieves the sense of freedom may attract people to off campus living.
"No doubt you will be less supervised," Hudson said. "The trade off
when there is a problem you will be
visited by the police as opposed to an
RA."
Shawn Clary, a sophomore family and consumer sciences major, said
she is fine with che COSt to live on
campus.
"1 will be living on campus in my
sorority house," Clary said. "lt's closer to everything, and I'll be with my
friends."
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 5817942 or or bmgarcia@eiu.edu
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LOCAL I RENTAL OPPORTUNITIES

Housing properties prosper in Charleston
Rental market
increases as
housing sales fall
By KRYSTAL MOYA
City Editor

Despite a national downrurn in
housing marker sales, Charleston's
market remains relatively stable
with an increased interest in rental
properties, according to local realtors.
The National Realtors Association recencly released a scacement rhac the 5.5 percent increase
in sales in September was derailed
by a 4.6 percent slump in October,
showing rhe housing climate's uncertain future.
Bur local realcors rhat deal with
rentals, permanent sales and both
have claimed Charleston has been
relatively untouched by rhe economic slump.
"We had an excellent Occober,"
said Jan Eads, owner of Real Esrace

Unlimited in Charleston. "Home
sales in the area have reffecced well
against a pretty dismal backdrop."
Eads, who has been in che realty
marker for 34 years, has been part
of a recession from 1979 co 1982,
in which she saw che housing marker slump.
"Having already been part of a
recession, I don't see how we can
say chis is another," she said. "I
think ic is really coo soon to tell,
and we won't know how we really
are affected for a while."
Reasons local realtors believe
Charleston's market has remained
stable, naming the Eastern student population and employment
as causes.
Because of the increase in enrollment during the years and steady
employment for the Charleston
residents through rhe university,
rentals and sales have seen liccle
disarray.
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
Center is also a contributing factors to employment in che area,

"There have been constant inquiries in the past
month or so. And not just from students, we have
every belief that our professional renters and
larger family units will be leased as well:'
- Patricia Franklin, head of the management office at
Carlyle Apartments
said.Eads.
"As long as employment remains
stable in Charleston, with che help
of Eastern and Sarah Bush, people
will continue co buy houses," she
said.
However, rhe national figures
have affected the races of rental,
which Campus Poince and Carlyle Apartments realty groups have
both expressed an increase.
"Generally, whenever there is a
down rurn in the real esrare market,
people scare looking co rent," said
Christopher Underwood, property
manager of Campus Pointe.

Because of the increased interest in rental property, Underwood
said, Campus Pointe along with
three other competitors, Carlyle
Apartments, University Village and
Unique Home rentals, raised rental
races for the leasing year of 2009.
Underwood said chat nationally
rhe industry's races increased 6 perccn c last year.
He expects Campus Poioce and
the surrounding competitors will
have a 4 to 5 percent increase after this year.
Underwood and Patricia Franklin, of the management office for

Carlyle Apartments, both urge srudents co begin signing early for
2009 leases, which generally range
from nine months to cwo years if
rhey are inceresred in off-campus
living.
"There have been consranc inquiries in the past monrh or so,"
Franklin said. "And not just from
students, we have every belief chat
our professional renters and larger
family units will be leased as well.~
Though the local climate for
housing remains srable, nationally
remains a separate sphere.
The National Realtors Association urges chat with the new administration char the housing market decline be the focus of economic revival. They ha'(e also cited
rhe credit squeeze and ocher economic factors as contributors to
the decline of "otherwise healthy
market fundamentals," as scared in
a Nov. 8 news release.
Krystal Moya can be reached or 581·
7945 or ksmoya@eiu.edu.

Restaurant & Catering

It's Time to Try
Chari eston's
Favorite Restaurant'
We Serve Breakfast
Everyday u ·n til 2 PM
Also Open Until 8PM
Thursday and Friday Nights
Also Serving:

Sandwiches
Wraps
Dinner Specials
Homemade Soups
Including French Onion
Freshly Baked Desserts
Home of Strawberry Bread
Beer and Wine Available
Relaxing Atmosphere
Family Owned Since 1980
Seven Blocks North of Old Main on 7th Street

\T REALLY DOES
ADD UP

+O
NOVEMBER 12TH @8:00
IN THE CASEY ROOM

~'

,c.ol\ .

c~,o

t-"-"'
HERC 217-'S81-n86
WWW.EIU.EDU/-HERC

Health Service ~

--~lbmir
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ome colleges trying out coed dorms
-

regon universities
plore concept,
ut Eastern sticking
with same-sex rooms

Hudson said chis is because che bathrooms in the dorms are designed for
single-sex use.
"You cannot have a male or
female in there both and have them
be comfortable," Hudson said.
Coed floors are offered ac StevenOriginally published in March
son Hall.
2008
Each suite has its own bathroom
By BARBARA HARRINGTON
faciliry attached.
Staff Reporter
Besides the issue of bathrooms,
Hudson said allowing students to
Srudent Mary Sandberg thinks live together who arc romantically
having coed Boors in some residence involved could create multiple probballs would be a positive experience lems.
fur Eastern srudents.
"Ir adds a whole (ocher) dimen"I feel like it expands social life. sion co whar potential roommate
It would be a lot easier ro meer peo- conflicts could be," Hudson said. "I
ple,~ Sandberg said.
believe when people come to college
However, che couple said being they need to be able to have some
randomly assigned co a roommate space with those chat they're having
of the opposite sex could cause some relationships with."
At Willamette Univcrsiry in
problems.
Sandberg said she thinks if East- Salem, Ore., coed rooms are availern were to adopt coed dorm rooms, able for chose who do not feel compeople of the opposite sex should fortable rooming with people of the
live together only if chey mutually same sex because of their own gender idcntiry, the article reports.
request each ocher as roommates.
Roommates who are daring
"The landscape's a lot more comshould also have couples' counseling plicated than it used to be," Hudson
available, Sandberg said.
··
said. "Certainly che whole rransgcnIn March, The Chronicle of der and all chat are new things co be
Higher Education reported multi- considered."
ple universities in Oregon are experWhile Hudson said he doesn't
imenting with opposite-sex room- chink allowing opposite-sex roommates in dorms.
mates is in Eascern's near future, he
Mark Hudson, direccor of Hous- said the possibiliry could be revisited
ing and Dining services, said Eastern when che residence hall bathrooms
has viewed che "coed line" by look- arc redone.
ing at bathroom separation.
"If students had input and an
"There are some schools that are argument on how it could work and
running gender-free bathrooms, not disrupt people, we could...cerwhich means j~t use ic," Hudson tainly ralk about it," Hudson said.
said. "I just don't chink chat's a good "But chat doesn't mean we just go
fie for a universiry environment, and rush co do it."
certainly not ours."
In Eastern's coed residence halls,
Barbara Hamngron can be reached or
genders are separaced by floors. 581 ·7942 or bjharringron@eiu.edu.

FILE PHOTO ILLUSTRATION ITiiE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Coed dormitories are appearing across college campuses in Oregon, but Eastern
students shouldn't expect to see it at Eastern, according to director of Housing
and Dining Services Mark Hudson.
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•
conveDlence:

cost:
VVheo you live in the residence
hatls or Greek Court you don•t
have to worry about hidden
costs ...

Monthly rent. utnities.
hook-up fees, cable Tv. trash
removal, direct Internet
connections and food are aR
included in the room & board
contract.

VVhy live near campus when
you can live on campus?

The timeline to sign a contract for Greek Court housing is similar to the residence halls in that the re-contracting process for the 2009-201 O academic year will
occur in early February. But, in order to secure a room
in Greek Court, a $250 down payment will be due at
the time the contract is completed.
As always, Greek Court residents are eligible to sign
an Early Bird Room & Board Contract.

Deadline for spring semester
meal plan changes announced
Decreases to student meal plans must be done in
writing by Jan. 16 for the spring semester. Request
must include: (1) desired meal plan, (2) student's
name (printed), (3) student's signature (4) and
student's E-Number. You may add additional Dining
Dollars and increase meal plans at any time. Call 217581-5111 or go to www.eiu.edu/-housing for details.

We call then1 people.

That's where the classes
are held. your friends
live, and the university
provides services
and hoSts events.

0

Beware
of
hidden
costs:
Educate yourself about what it really costs to live off-campus
A common misconception people have when
comparing the residence halls and Greek Court
to living off campus is not recognizing all of the
hidden costs associated with an off-campus
apartment or house.

University Court, a 10
building, three-story
apartment complex,
offers an alternative to
students who are
used to a little more
independence.
With furnished apartments designed to
house one to four
people, residents are
able to take advantage of many of the services offered in the residence
halls, while still enjoying an apartment lifestyle. Each
apartment contains one or two bedrooms, bathroom,
kitchen/dining area and a living room with or without
a balcony. Some ofthe apartments also contain a
pantry, walk-in closet, second half-bathroom or hallway closet for storage.
Available Services
Contact Information
• On-site office
For more information,
·On-site swimming pool
including eligibility
•On-campus security
requirements, costs and
• Upperclassman parking
special accommodations
·Laundry rooms
for stu"clents with disabili·Direct Internet
ties, contact the Univerconnections
sity Court Office at:
• Cable TV services
'If 217-581-8000
• Local phone services
.Q www.eiu.edu/-housing
·Campus mail services
·Minimal utilities

But don't take our word on it. Use the cost comparison worksheet below and do the math for
yourself. Be sure to pay special attention to the
bullet points at the top of the worksheet.

----------

Cost Comparison Worksheet
~.CIU.COM•l'IOU~pclf

I
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cha.:>ee betYJeen eating Melthy end paying utility bills.

Residents of University Court and University Apartments, as well as off-campus Eastern students faculty
and staff, are all eligible for Panther Dining Meal
Plans.

Eastern offers University Court
Apartments as an on-campus
alternative to residence halls

and Greek Court students don't have to worry
about paying these hidden costs, because they're
already included in the room and board contract.
In short, when it comes to living on campus, one
price does it all, and more often than not, the
total cost of living in the residence halls/Greek
Court is less expensive than living off campus.

Installation fees and monthly charges such as water, electricity, gas, trash removal, direct Internet
connections, local phone service and cable television are often out of the landlord's control and
therefore not included in the advertised price
of an off-campus rental property. Residence hall

Meal plans offered to off-campus students, faculty and staff

All four meal plans are good in each of the four residential dining centers, two Marketplace Convenience
Centers, the University Food Court, Panther Pantry
and Java Beanery & Bakery. For more information on
meal plans, including descriptions and costs, go to
www.eiu.edu/-dining/, or call University Housing &
Dining Services at 217-581-5733.

There are many reasons to live
on campus .

A'fter aD.

0
Greek Court re-contracting
begins in early February

community:

• Call local u1ility pt'O\~ci:ira about man.d&toty mon1hly ee.rvice chsrgee end hook-up'leee.
• l\..~I\'. II"~ n•A1rmr ol lhc~ 11rt1pc:rly tnr lhc~ .in•c?~JI! miKI ril munlhly 1111111 k:?S. 11 lhc:y'rt: un1tl1k! Iu du
:~n, ~!II< lhc: c;;1.1tTc:r1I f<~hlc:nl ~ 1,1.•llal Ihdl lowc~I and t~Jhc~I ulllll y l~ll~ wr:ft? 111r c:m:h uh.i I~·. II
)•nu divide~ 1114! ~•t1 •11 I hr. lt::1~1 ;t11d rnc~I ciqmn!llv.! llil!< hv two l'ur c:ru;h iuidluldu.itl. ul lllly, ycm
should be able to get a rough estimate of the average mon1hty utility coete.
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First Pr,ize:
Free room & board
for one year.
'

Ttlir.d Prize:

Free room for one
year for one male
and one female
student.
re r.JS;JOn$ibb '!or
tl".e cosl ors ,ne8J ,Ol8n.

~~

University provides housing
for Eastern's non-traditional
student population
University Apartments,
located on the corner
of Fourth Street and
Terrace Lane, consists
of 100 one-bedroom
and 54 efficiency furnished/partially
furnished apartments. It is designed to provide
reasonably priced living facilities for Eastern's nontraditional student population. Local telephone
service, cable TV service, water, gas, electricity,
direct Internet connection and trash removal are
included in the cost of an apartment.
It is located near a day care facility and ls on the
Charleston Public School bus route.
Available Services
•On-site maintenance
office
• Playground
equipment
• Half basketball court
•On-campus security
• Upperclassman
parking
•Laundry rooms
·Direct Internet
connections
• Cable TV services
• Local phone services
•Campus mall services
•All utilities provided

Contact Information
For more information,
Including eligibility
requirements, costs and
special accommodations for students with
disabilities, contact the
University Apartments
Office at:
•

and one fe~e
student.

The convenience is in the community:
Exclusive services for on-campus residents
Computer Help Desk
and Virus Labs
Having computer problems?
We can help! Call the Help Desk
at 217-581-7708 or stop by the
Virus Labs in Carman, Taylor or
Stevenson Halls for assistance.
Direct Internet access
On-campus residences feature
Ethernet ports which allow
residents the luxury of being directly connected to the
university's network. This allows
for faster access to on-line
services like university provided
E-mail accounts and library web
services. Additionally, wireless
Internet access is available in all
residence hall lobbies and Greek
Court common areas.
24-hour assistance
Our staff members live on
campus. That means someone is
always on-call and available to
assist residents 24-hours a day.

217-581-5633

Q www.eiu.edu/-housing

Guaranteed single
room upgrade for the
eost of a double
room for one male

Academic Year Contract
No need to find a summer sublessor. On-campus contracts run
from August to May.

Campus security
Residents can feel secure with
the knowledge that we've taken
some extra precautions ...
• University Police, Charleston
Police and housing staff members keep watch while residents sleep.
• Building access limited to residents and their guests.
· Security cameras and well lit
campus.
Free local phone service
Would you like to save some of
your cell phone minutes?
Just supply a regular LAN line
phone for your on-campus room
or apartment and you'll be able
to call any number within the
Charleston city limits without accumulating additional charges.
On-Campus Cable
Television Network
The 80+ channels of the OnCampus Cable TV Network
include 8 HBOs, 2 Spanish language networks, and the
Campus Movie Channel.

Location, Location, Location
Why live near campus, when you
can live on campus? On campus
housing options are located in
close proximity to dining options, campus events, computer
labs, Panther Express shuttle
service and academic buildings.
Readership Program
The Chicago Tribune, St. Louis
Post-Dispatch and USA Today
are provided free of charge in
the residence hall lobbies for all
students living on campus.
On-line work requests
Residents of the residence halls
and Greek Court can report
problems with their room 24hours a day via Housing & Dining Service's On-Line Work Order
Program. Assistance is only a few
dicks away!
Let your voice be heard!
Each resident is automatically
considered a voting member of
their hall council; allowing their
voice to be heard on matters of
policies, facility improvements,
staffing and hall programming.
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Residence halls have unique offerings
Pizza, chicken, cereal
are some options
By KRISTINA PETERS

Editor in Chief
Mark Hudson said the number
one goal of the housing and dining program is to meet the students'
needs.
Hudson, the director of housing
and dining services, said the university sends out residenc.e hall satisfaction surveys ro about one-third of
studencs ro get their opinion on their
housing and dining experience.
"They (students) tell us that
rhey want more variety and more
options," Hudson said about dining.
To accommodate the different
tastes and wanes of students when
it comes ro food, the residence halls
were set up co serve different items
than the rest.
"They did nor have these (different items) years ago when every
hall served about the same chings,"
said Jody Horn, director of university dining. "Our students wane locs
of different things, and they seem
co like co make their meals more to
order."
Some of the specialty items ac each
residence hall include a Tyson Sunset
Strips chicken concept and made co
order skillets ac Taylor Hall, madeco-order pasra and pizza as well as

MENU
Taylor Dfnlng
Breakfast - 7:15 to 9:30 a.m. Monday through Fri-

day
Brunch - 10:30 a.m, to 4 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
Lunch -11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday
Dinner - 4:30 to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday
and 4 to 8 p.m. Saturday and Sunday
Serves Healthy Choice•, Tyson• Sunset Strips,
baked potatoes, pasta, and made to order skillets
on the weekends.
Taylor Is the Dining Center that will remain open
for holidays and special weekends.
Thomas Dining
Lunch - 11 a.m. to s p.m. Monday through Friday

Panini sandwiches at Thomas Hall,
stir fry and grilled cheese Wednesdays at Carman Hall, and made-toorder omelecs and deli sandwiches ac
Stevenson Hall's Tower Dining.
Hudson said, according co the satisfaction surveys, students' favorite
item is Thomas Hall's Panini sandwiches.
Thomas Hall also has late night
pizza from 8 p.m. to I a.m. Monday through Thursday, and Tower
Dining has Reservation Only Dining from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. Thursday
through Saturday.
"We choose ro do something (different) at each dining center since
we don't have a big dining center in
which we can do everything," Horn

Dinner - 5 to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday
Late Night Pizza - 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. Monday
through Thursday
Serves all-you-can ~at burgers, hot dogs and
Johnsonville Brats as well as made to order pizza,
pasta bowls and Panim grilled sandwiches. Tuesday night Thomas serves "Mama's Favorites• such
as lasagna, fried chicken and pot roast.
Carman Dining

Cereal Bar and Waffle Breakfast- 8 to 10 a.m.
Monday through Friday
Lunch - 11 a.m. to 2: 15 p.m. Monday through
Sunday
Dinner - 4:45 to 7 p.m. Monday through Sunday
Serves made-to-order Jump Asian stir-fry and
make your own wraps. Carman also has Grilled
Cheese Wednesdays and a large salad and fruit

said. "Our campus is small geographically and most centers are within
a block or cwo of each other $0 this
works out well for our campus."
Hudson said having different
items at each center allows students
to have a different food experience as
well as physical experience because
of the different location.
"Srudenrs are crearures of habit," he said. "We do locs of different
things to make sure studencs are well
served."
Healthy food options are one of
the things Hudson said they make
sure rhe dining halls have.
Hudson said Horn, who is a registered dietician, works with a dedicated staff ro make sure what is served

bar; along with make your own waffles.
Tower Dining
Tower East Deir - 10:30 a.m. to 9 p.m. Sunday
through Frlday and 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Saturday
Tower West- Brunch 8 a.m. to 2:15 p.m. Monday
through Friday and dinner 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. Monday through Wednesday and reservation only
dinning - 4:30 to 7:30 p.m. Thursday through Saturday
Serves make-your-own-waffles, made-to·order
omelets and breakfast burritos and a Sara Lee•
deli sandwich line.
Reservation Only Dining is a restaurant setting
that offers steak grilled to order along with oth·
er choices served with soup or salad and a gourmet dessert

is nutritious.
He said healthy eating is one of
the advamages of utilizing rhe oncampus dining options; the others
are convenience and variety.
Part of the convenience of the
dining halls is the option of sack
meals, sick trays and carry our.
Hudson said the sack meals and
sick trays used co be a bigger deal
before the carry our service was
implemented about eight years ago.
The sack meals and sick trays are
prepared for students who may not
be able co gee to the dining center for reasons such as school related
confliccs, illness or injury.
Besides the surveys, housing and
dining also iCCS student feedback

from commenr cards, e-mails and
student forums that are held every so
often co meet with $tudents face to
face.
They also have secret shoppers
who go co each residence hall and
provide comments and suggestions
based on their own experiences.
"We have a really good student
population here at EIU who lee's us
know what they Like and what they
don't like," Hom said. "They are the
reason we are here so we want co hear
what they have co say and try and do
what keeps them happy and coming
co our dining facilities."
Kristina Peters can be reached at 581·
7942 or deneic@gmall.com
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Dining halls free from clutches all trans fats
Originnlly ran on Oct. 8, 2008
By BRITTNI GARCIA

Campus Editor
Jody Horn has researched many
colleges and restaurancs and has found
a way Eastern can use different oils in
their dining halls to be healthier.
"I think people like ro see us do
more and more of these kinds of
things," said Horn, director of dining.
This semester, Easrern has rurned
away from c:rans fars in all dining
halls.
Hom saiCl she decided co make
sure all dining halls were free of trans

facs by Fall 2008. She got the idea in
the summer after researching how co
cut costs for the university, she added.
Mark Hudson, director of Housing
and Dining services, said he believes
cutting crans facs will benefit both srudencs and faculty.
"I rhink it's the healthier alcernarive
by not having the trans facs in there,"
Hudson said.
They decided on chis because they
are paying attention co what can help
srudencs stay healrhy, he added.
"Jody has made sure all menus
have balance in them," Hudson said.
"People make choices, but you have
healthy options in our offerings."
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Horn decided this was needed once
ic became pervasive in resrauranrs and
other universities, she said.
Eastern made a special request to
U.S. Foods Service from Sc. Louis, the
university's vendor, co cur crans fars.
The university is using new cooking
oil, called Marola ZT, which reduces
saruraced fats and is preservative free.
The oil is made wirh a blend of corn
and sunflower oils for a serving ofzero
grams of fats.
Sarah Allen, Eastem's nutrition
education coordinator, said crans fat
goes back co chemistry.
She said the technology was created in the lare 1800s but was not used

in food until the early 1900s in Germany.
"Proctor & Gamble was the fuse
company to parent the technology for
use in food in the United Srares, putting Crisco on the market in 1911,"
Allen said.
Crisco was originally made mostly
of hydrogenated cottonseed oil.
Hudson and Allen said they both
believe this is an invisible benefit co
those who use the dining facilities.
"A decrease in crans far is nor somerhing srudencs will see benefits in right
away," Allen said. "The benefits will
be years down the road, since rheir
risk of cardiovascular diseases, can-

cer, Alzheimer's and diabetes is whac's
being reduced."
Eastern is not the only school
doing this. Other schools in Illinois,
such as University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, are using the same
provider.
"The great thing about it, this oil is
more srable, so nor only is ir healthier.
but it lases longer so we can use it for a
longer time in rhe fryers," Hom said
"And we are using rheir dollars wiser and being more cost effective wich
their money."
Brittni Garcia can be reached or 581
7942 orat bmgarcia@e1u.edu.
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Get a LARGE
or X-LARGE Apt.
At "Century
Crossing" on 7th!

LOCATION!!!

"Campus Edge"
1801 9th Street
Excellent Location!

"Millennium Place"
On 4th
Speaks for itselfl

Run an ad in the DEN

(217)

581-28~

EXCEllENT LOCATIONS, QUAUTY APARTMENTS, AWESOME AMENITIES,
GREAT MANAGEMENT, BEAUTIFUL FURNITURE, GREAT PRICES and more!
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Dining halls begin
to 'go green'
Ideas to reduce
waste, water might be
beneficial, but students
less optimistic

co see how students reacted co the
change.
With the positive feedback they
received, officials said they decided co fully implement the initiative,
starting with the 2008-09 school

Originally ran on Sept. 1 I, 2008

year.
After Glenville Stace said ic had

By ZACH NUGENT

Staff Reporter
Joe Johnson aces as a bouncer.
Except his job is not ac the Panther Paw or Marcy's; he is employed
at Tower Dining as a dining room
assistant.
"My main job is co make sure all
the actual silverware srays in Stevenson," Johnson said.
Housing and Dining officials created the dining room assistant position after deciding ro do away wich
plastic silverware at Tower Dining.
"l caught one person trying co
rake three cups into the lobby, I just
~kcd him co come back and return
the dishes," Johuson said.
Mark Hudson, direcror of Housing and Dining Services, said
replacing the silverware is just one
of many seeps Eastern is taking co
"go green."
However, some schools have taken che "going green" concept a seep
further.
Glenville Scace College, a small
private school in Glenville, W. Va.,
rid ics dining facility of cafeteria

trays.
ln a press release issued by the
college, che idea behind doing away
with trays is co reduce food waste, as
well as water and detergenc usage.
"Clearly, we are able ro see the
value in saving precious natural
resources," said Glenville Stace College President Peter Barr in a press
release. "le speaks well for our institution's consciousness in preventing
an otherwise needless waste."
Glenville officials said they 6rsc
started the initiative lase Earth Day

much success with the initiative,
will Eastern follow in ics footsteps?
"We certainly have discussed it,"
Hudson said.
Hudson said the theory is with
no rrays, students will cake less
because they can carry less, therefore wasting less food in the end.
Eastern has already purchased
smaller trays ro encourage students
co cake less, so eliminating crays is
only an idea of how co further make
Eastern "green". This idea has some
srudencs feeling less than optimistic.
Graduate
student
Tiffany
Cavoretco said she feels having no
trays would be a hassle, making students juggle their food and drinks.
"I don'r chink it would impact
students wasting food," Cavoretco said. "They'll just end up taking
more crips."
Junior Liz Brown said wirhour
crays, students would still find a way
to cake che same amount of food.
"They'll just put more food on
their accual places," Brown said.
However, Brown said the initiative may benefit some dining halls,
where cake-out is less common and
the food is arranged like a buffer.
Bue ac Tower Dining, especially the ease side, many scudenrs say
they need a tray co carry all of their
sides and main enrrees.
As a checker, Meghan Silver
knows the importance and ease of
having trays in place.
"Checkers have co check how
many sides people have," Silver said.
"With a cray, all the sides are laid
ouc and easy to see. Otherwise, you
have to have them open up their
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Doing away with trays may cut down on food waste as well as water and detergent usage.

bag and cake out all their food."
Silver said overall no trays would
mean more hassle, not just for students, bur for dining hall workers as
well.
"Already, people gee upset when

there aren't any clean trays left," Silver said.
However, gercing rid of crays ac
Eastern is only in the discussion
stage.
"The director of dining has focus

studies with students throughout
the year; this will be one of the copies discussed," Hudson said.

Zach Nugent can be reached at 5817942 or at zknugent@eiu.edu.
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Now Renting 3 'Bedroom
Apartmentfor 2009
Coml' see us at 1509 S. 2nd (behind Subway)
-Central AJC. Dishwasher. Furnished

• 1.5 baths in each unit
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Pemberton Hall residents gather around the central stairway in a 1955 photo, reprinted with permission from the University Archives, next to some of the current Pemberton Hall Residents. Pemberton Hall become the first residence hall for women in Illinois in 1909.

Bringing back Pemberton memories
Women's Residence
Hall celebrates
100 years of history
Staff Report

FILE PHOTO !THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Pemberton Hall residents concentrate on a torn piece of paper found
in the time capsule and work together to piece it back again on Oct. 14
outside of Pemberton Hall. The digging up of what was believed to be a
1962 time capsule turned out to be one from Hallows Eve of 1979, when
the residents of Pemberton dug up the 1962 capsule and replaced it
with their own.

Ac fuse glance, Pemberton Hall
looks like a bulwark of scone - gray
and somber like most buildings.
The building was che fuse women's residence hall in Illinois. earning
it a spot on che state's Historic Register. Charles H. Coleman, a former
Eastern history professor, recorded Pemberton's history in his book,
"Eastern Illinois Sr.ace College, 50
years of Public Service," published in
1950.
"Eastern's fuse president, Livingston Lord, believed chat a women's residence hall was 'absolutely
necessary' if the school was co 'cultivate in its srudents che spirit chat its
graduates should rake into their own
schools, and into communities in
which they teach,'" Coleman wrote.
This semester is Pemberton's
l OOch anniversary.
Lord worked from 1900 until
1907 co obtain che state funding
needed to build Pemberton. Having
a residence hall on campus was not a
popular idea. But one scace senator,
Stanton C. Pemberton of Oakland,
was convinced. While che inside
boasts che expecced period furnirure, che musry smell older buildings
acquire, a creepy fourth floor and a
possible ghostly presence - faces or
not chat rour guides spotlight for
visirors - it's che building's 180 residencs wich their iPods, makeup and
laptops that define the building as a
center for modern acriviry.
Quice possibly che biggest drawback co living in Pemberton is its
lack of air conditioning, but even
chis becomes a minor annoyance as
residents learn the building's biscory.
"Once they move In, chey discov-

er che charm of the building," said
Mark Hudson, director of Housing
and Dining.
To ward off August and September beat and humidiry, che hum of
electric fans permeates che building.
Residents also prop open room
doors and keep their windows up.
This creatr.s an unexpected benefic.
Tucked between a screen of trees
at the corner of campus, most srudencs are only vaguely aware of Pemberton as the place where rhey wait
in long lines co get their cexcbooks.
Upon leaving Pemberton's front
door, a resident would have to pass
che comer of Pemberton, where
Texcbook Rental resides, che Physical Sciences Building and McAfee
Gymnasium on the right and chen
the Student Services Building, the
Martin Luther King Jr. Universiry
Union and che Library Quad on the
lefc co reach Gregg Triad, the next
closest residence halls. None of these
buildings existed before Pemberton.
Besides Old Main, it is the oldest
building on campus.
Lord and Pcmbercon did not
achieve funding for the state's firsc
residence hall uncil 1907. The state
legislature passed the funding twice,
only to have the governor veto it.
The funds finally appropriated were
$100,000 and included money to
build a gymnasium, where Textbook
Renea! is now located. As the building neared completion, an additional $3,000 was allocated co finish 10
rooms in che basement and aerie.
On the far end of the Pie - residents' affectionate term for Pembercon's basement - in a back room,
five washing machines and six dryers
spin. The air smells soft and is remin iscenc of a time when clean cowds
seemed bigger and fluffier.
A Precious Moments blondhaired boy, h.is Dalmatian puppy
and a girl are caprured in a mural
on che far wall. To reach the room,

the women who live in the Pit must
walk through the "Creepy Hallway.'
The hall is narrow and painted gray·
ish green. At one intersection 1hc
outline of a dead body can be seen
on che cement floor.
One Halloween many years ago.
when Pemberton residents transformed the building inco a haun1
ed house, che clean up crew removed
che tape marking where che imaginary crime scene victim lay, but die
adhesive sruck to the cold concrete,
forever leaving che spooky oudine.
Some believe Pemberton
haunted.
The ghost is chat of Mary
Hawkins, who, rumor has it, S!a}'I
around to look after che girls.
Hawkins did exisr. She was
building's head of house. Haw
supervised Pemberton from 191
until her death in 1917. She
go crazy, but not because, as ru
says, she opened her door
night co find a resident artemp1
ing co reach safety before she ·
after being accacked by a crawl ·
icor. Hawkins really died of syp ·
Hudson said.
The ocher spooky rumor
Pemberton is abouc a girl who
murdered on che fourch Boor.
fourth floor is now boarded up.
"No one has ever died in
building.'' Hudson said.
'We've gone chrough and loo
through che archives and not fo
anything," he said.
Pemberton officially opened
4, 1909. It housed 100 women
$4 a week. Coleman wrote that
hall exceeded Lord's hopes.
"It forms che social cencer of
school," Lord wroce to the p
dent of the Normal School in
Girardeau, Mo., about the wo
residence hall in 1911. "The
learn certain things necessary
chem co know chat chey cannot
in the classroom."

